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Government is saddled 
with a multi-million 
Pula testing kits bill 
and no testing kits to 
show for it, as tender-

preneurs take advantage of  the 
COVID-19 panic to overcharge 
and underdeliver.

Plans by the COVID-19 Task 
Force to commence community 
testing on April 20th collapsed 
because government does not 

have testing kits.
Sunday Standard investigations 

have turned up information that 
January 2020, government com-
missioned two companies Pula 
Rich Investments and Mileage 
Air (Pty) Ltd to supply testing 
kits which they sourced from In-
dia and China.

It has further emerged that 
the two suppliers inflated prices 
by more than 1000%. While their 
combined bill to government for 
the testing kits was P80 million, 
the actual costs of  the testing kits 

was P4.8 million, Sunday Standard 
investigations have revealed.

At the time of  going to press, 
government had already generat-
ed a P80 million purchase order, 
but curiously the testing kits had 
not been delivered.

Investigations have revealed 
that the Ministry of  Health and 
Wellness awarded the P80 million 
tender to the two companies al-
though they did not qualify. Pula 
Rich Pty (Ltd) whose sole direc-
tor is Lucas Gaopalelwe was only 
incorporated on 13th November 

2019, hardly two months before 
it was awarded the lucrative ten-
der.

Mileage Air (Pty) Ltd whose 
directors are Gengxu Nan and 
Zhengping Wu on the other 
hand is in tax arrears and did not 
have a tax clearance certificate at 
the time it was awarded the ten-
der.

With the authority to adjudi-
cate and award COVID-19 ten-
ders devolved from the Public 
Procurement and Asset Disposal 
Board (PPADB) to Permanent 

Secretaries, the who process 
happened under former Perma-
nent Secretary in the Ministry of  
Health and Wellness, Solomon 
Sekwakwa’s watch.

It is understood this was one 
of  the issues that cost him his 
job.

Sunday Standard investiga-
tions have turned up information 
that the situation is so critical 
that had it not been for the test-
ing kits donated by The Jack Ma 
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With no new case for over a week, and recover-
ies now outstripping new infections, Botswana 
may have passed its worst phase of  the dread-
ed Coronavirus. Government this week intro-
duced new regulations to ease the five week 
long lockdown as the nation looks to return to 
normal business by the end of  May 2020.

The recent ease of  regulations has been 
inspired by the lack of  new confirmed cases 
of  COVID-19 coupled with a growing number 
of  recoveries.

Of  the 23 reported cases, nine had already 
recovered at the time of  going to press, leaving 
the total of  active cases at 12.

There had been one reported case of  CO-
VID-19 death involving the Ramotswa old 
woman who had allegedly tested positive fol-
lowing a trip to Motswedi, South Africa.

The COVID-19 Task Force Coordinator 
Dr. Kereng Masupu however insists the coun-
try may not necessarily be out of  the woods 
yet.

“As is characteristic with this type of  epi-
demic, a new peak in confirmed cases may oc-
cur,” he says.

“As of  today, we are on the down slope 
from our peak. It remains to be seen whether 
new cases will be detected especially as neigh-
boring countries unlock and Batswana citizens 
plan to return home.”

The introduction of  COVID-19 into Bo-
tswana through importation, Masupu says, 
reached its peak at three weeks into the gov-
ernment’s lockdown. The number of  cases in-
creased significantly as a result of  locally trans-
mitted cases. 

As things stand, Masupu says, they do not 
expect to record any more COVID-19 casual-
ties. “None of  our patients are in a clinical con-
dition that puts them at risk of  succumbing to 
the infection. As of  today, we are not expecting 
any of  our COVID-19 patients to experience 
severe illness.”

With other countries such as neighboring 
South Africa continuing to record escalating 
cases Masupu warns it may take longer for Bo-
tswana to return to normalcy.

“Given what is happening in other parts 
of  the world which recorded COVID-19 cases 
before us, we do not anticipate life to return 
to normal any time soon. It is currently un-
known whether COVID-19 will disappear af-
ter sometime or remain active (all the time or 
intermittently) in the human population. For a 
new condition that is only four months old, it 
remains to be seen what the new normal will 
be,” The Task Force Coordinator tells Sunday 
Standard.

Botswana’s ports of  entry villages and 
towns are likely to register the next cases from 
imported COVID-19. They include Gaborone, 
Francistown, Kasane, Maun, Ghanzi and other 
border communities.

The Task Force says there remains grave 
concern about re-emergence of  COVID-19 
in places that have not registered cases, or 
re-emergence of  COID-19 in places that had 
eliminated their first few cases. 
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COVID-19 misdiagnosis sparks national 
alarm, shortage of  testing kits gums up pro-
cesses, Permanent Secretary and his deputy 
fired mid-battle: The Botswana COVID-19 
Task Force has been fighting Murphy’s Law 
from day one.

However, if  there was any one incident 
that confirmed Batswana’s worst fears that 
government was never prepared to deal 
with the coronavirus pandemic, it was the 
Ramotswa incident.

The 79-year-old Ramotswa woman ini-
tially believed to be the country’s patient 
zero was diagnosed COVID-19 positive 
posthumously.

“Patient zero” also known as an index 
case, is a term used to describe the first hu-
man infected by a viral or bacterial disease 
in an outbreak. 

Curiously, more than a month since Bo-
tswana’s suspected “patient zero” was re-
corded as the country’s first and only COV-
ID-19 death, she does not appear anywhere 
on the lineage of  Botswana’s local trans-
missions. As Botswana grapples with more 
questions than answers , three theories have 
emerged to fill the official explanation void. 
The first one is that government knew that 
the 79 year old Ramotswa woman was in-
fected with the coronavirus, but tried to 
hide the information from Batswana, ex-
posing the country to local transmission.

The second theory states that Bo-
tswana’s tests posted a wrong negative and 
second tests from South Africa came back 
positive. That at the time South Africa re-
leased it results, tens of  family members, 
neighbours and medical officers had al-
ready been exposed to the virus and gov-
ernment was wrestling with a public rela-
tions nightmare.

The third theory postulates that the old 
woman died from asthma which was misdi-
agnosed as COVID-19.

Unfortunately, all three theories cast 
government as a bumbling blunderbuss.

Information pieced together from in-
terviewing medical officers, family mem-
bers and neighbours however stack up with 
the theory that the old woman was misdi-
agnosed.

Her death certificate, signed by Dr Ra-
motlhwa cites cause of  death as “respira-
tory distress and hypertension.” This is a 
catch-all report which points to asthma, 
tuberculosis, coronavirus or any respiratory 
disease.

The deceased (name withheld) hospi-
tal cards seen by the Sunday Standard reveal 
that she was treated for shortage of  breath 
and other asthma symptoms on numerous 
occasions long before the outbreak of  the 
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When you are part of  
a government that 
has failed to cater 
for some 160 000 
people in a country’s 

informal employment sector, the last 
thing you ever want to say is what 
the Minister of  Investment, Trade 
and Industry, Peggy Serame, said in 
parliament on Wednesday morning.

“We can’t cater for everybody,” 
she said at another special session 
called to amend COVID-19 regula-
tions. Put in stark human terms, Se-
rame was basically saying that there 
is the option of  not helping people 
in the villages of  Molepolole, Ma-
halapye, Palapye and Gabane who, 
according the 2011 population and 
housing census, have a combined 
population of  160 000. In fairness to 
her though, that statement seems to 
have been a slip of  the tongue but to 
the extent that it could have been a 
Freudian slip, she would have been 
describing how capitalism works. 
Whatever kind of  slip of  the tongue 
it was, the government has certainly 
been caught flat-footed and is not 
catering for everybody. Slip of  the 
tongue or not, the problem is big-
ger than Serame because even during 
this lockdown, capitalism is func-
tioning the way it was designed to: 
support the well-off  and let the less-
fortunate slip through cracks.

The main reason the govern-
ment has not been able to cater for 
informal sector employees is because 
is that they are not on the Botswana 
Unified Revenue Services (BURS) 
database and why that is so is iron-
ic. The formal employment sector 
doesn’t cater for everyone and rather 
than stay unemployed, some people 
chose to become self-employed in 
the informal sector. With COVID-1 
having forced a possibly unavoid-
able lockdown, the previously unem-
ployed are now self-unemployed.

During this lockdown, the gov-
ernment is subsidising the wages of  
those badly affected through BURS, 
which is conveying such wages 
through the formal banking system. 
Some people in the informal sector 
are unbanked and mostly use mobile 
financial services. While platforms 
on which these services are provided 
have been praised as a sign of  prog-
ress, they actually reveal the extent 

of  financial exclusion – which point 
the African Progress Panel has made. 
In one of  its reports, the Panel cites 
the example of  M-PESA, a mobile 
payment system in Kenya that has 
enabled more than 15 million un-
banked people to send and receive 
money electronically. A survey has 
found that 86 per cent of  house-
holds in Kenya report using mobile 
phones to make payments, or send 

and receive money. Resultants, Ke-
nya has one of  the highest rates of  
mobile financial services use in the 
world. In its report, the Panel ques-
tions whether this can be considered 
to be any kind of  real progress at all: 
“... the very success of  M-PESA rais-
es its own set of  questions. Why is it 
that while three-quarters of  Africans 
have access to a mobile phone, just 
one-quarter have a bank account? 

Does being able to send and receive 
money using mobile phones equate 
to access to a country’s financial sys-
tem?”

Such lack of  access notwith-
standing, Serame told parliament on 
Wednesday that her ministry has set 
aside P10 million for Botswana’s in-
formal sector. As some backbench-
ers pointed out after this revelation, 
that amount is not enough.

COVID-19 has upended nor-
mal life and a view that has been 
expressed by some is that across the 
globe, response taskforces have been 
constituted with people who have no 
expertise in emergency planning and 
management. In the particular case 
of  Botswana, there was no emergen-
cy planning for how a sector made 
up of  more than 160 000 people 
would be catered for.

In carrying out what might seem like re-
sponsible legislative duty on the surface, 
MPs may only have succeeded in putting 
a certain category of  church-goers in a 
highly precarious financial position.

When a special session of  parliament 
met at Boipuso Hall (the chamber at the 
National Assembly can’t facilitate extreme 
social distancing health measures), speaker 
after speaker called on the government to 
relax travel and gathering restrictions with 
regard to churches. Serowe North MP, 
Baratiwa Mathoothe, said that rather than 
implement the 10-congregants-per-church 
requirement, churches should be individu-
ally assessed for how many members they 
can accommodate while complying with 
the COVID-19 regulations. He rightly 
pointed out that some churches are spa-
cious enough to accommodate as many 
as 400 congregants. Mahalapye East MP, 
Yandani Boko, proposed that church pas-
tors be added to the list of  essential-servic-
es cadre in order that they can “offer spiri-
tual counselling at a time like this.” During 
a bilingual presentation, Tonota MP, Pono 
Moatlhodi, philosophised about the im-
portance of  religion in people’s lives.

Opening up churches certainly sounds 
like a good idea because some people are 
too emotionally invested in them. How-
ever, Botswana churches don’t operate the 
same way. At the turn of  the 21st century, 
there emerged a new type of  church which 
only uses religion as a way of  making mon-
ey. Some 20 years later, prosperity gospel, 
as this business model is called, has been 
widely adopted in the country. Prosperity-
gospel pastors, most of  whom are foreign-
ers from poor African countries, selectively 
quote the Bible to trick money out of  the 
pockets of  congregants each single day. 
This is something that MPs themselves are 
very well aware of.

For more than a month now, these 
prosperity-gospel entrepreneurs have been 
making huge losses and given how their 
business model is designed, will definitely 
seek to offset such losses with heavy capi-
tal inflows. However, some if  not most 
congregants, have themselves made huge 
financial losses from the lockdown. Un-
der godly circumstances, the latter should 
inspire compassion but prosperity-gospel 
practitioners have never been known to 
be compassionate and have never had any 
compunction about taking money from the 
poor. One lady says that during a daytime 
worship service with poor attendance, one 
pastor at a Mogoditshane church said that 
if  those in attendance wanted to test the 
mightiness of  the Almighty, they should 
put all of  their combi fares in the collec-
tion plate. He promised the congregation 
that God’s intercession on their behalf  
would come by way of  causing cars to mi-
raculously stop and give them free rides 
back home.

Prosperity-gospel pastors also use ad-
verse situations to extort money from con-
gregants. They are naturally going to want 
to figure themselves into the COVID-19 
story, may claim to have something to do 
with the fact that Botswana has few cases, 
claim credit for the recoveries and possibly 
blame this pandemic on the fact that con-
gregants don’t pray and tithe enough. This 
prediction of  the future is based on what 
these pastors have done in the past.

While MPs may have been justified in 
asking the government to relax COVID-19 
restrictions for churches, they should also 
have cautioned church-goers about danger 
lurking in some churches and explore legal 
avenues that can be taken to protect con-
gregants from the predation of  prosperity-
gospel entrepreneurs.

In terms of  the new regulations, 
churches can hold two services a week 
with 50 congregants attending.

In 1983, the United Kingdom’s parliament 
consolidated the Medical Acts 1956 to 
1978 and certain related provisions with 
amendments. The result was the Medi-
cal Act 1983 which was “enacted by the 
Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and 
with the advice and consent of  the Lords 
Spiritual and, Temporal, and Commons, 
in this present Parliament assembled, and 
by the authority of  the same.” Thankfully 
though, the latter is the only 12th century 
gibberish that is contained in the Act.

On the other hand, a law that would 
have come into effect last Thursday morn-
ing is written in a style that Britain – Bo-
tswana’s former colonial master – has long 
dispensed with. Given why people have 
been ordered to stay home and farther 
apart from each other, one would have 
expected the Emergency Powers (COV-
ID-19) (Amendment) (No.4) Regulations 
2020 and the Income Tax (COVID-19) 
(Deferment of  Self-Assessment Tax) Or-
der 2020 to be written in a reader-friendly 
manner but that is not the case. In a coun-
try whose educational standards have been 
steadily declining over the years, it is cer-
tainly not a good idea to write unusually 
long sentences that tax the reader’s mind 
to the other side of  the limit but that is 
what both pieces of  legislation do. There is 
a reason sentences in today’s style of  writ-
ing are short but Section 2 of  the Regula-
tions has a single sentence that is almost 
two pages long, is riddled with Medieval 
language, and wordy phrases and also con-
tains lots and lots references and cross-ref-
erences. When a reader gets to the middle 
of  the sentence, they would definitely have 
forgotten what they have already read. 
Little wonder then that Tonota MP, Pono 
Moatlhodi appealed to the relevant minis-
ters to go on radio Botswana and explain 
the new laws section by section.

Most sentences in UK’s Medical Act 
are kept short and are easily understand-
able. While some are long, there appears to 
be word limit beyond which meaning in a 
sentence would be impenetrable. It would 
seem that the style sheet used in the House 
of  Commons also limits the number of  
references and cross-references that can 
be made in a piece of  legislation.

The irony of  it all is that once more, 
Botswana feels the need to retain a Me-
dieval tradition whose custodians have 
ditched for something more modern and 
practical. Even in the height of  summer, 
the Speaker of  Botswana’s National As-
sembly shows up in the chamber wearing 
a robe and horse-hair wig. In the House 
of  Commons, the Speaker wears no more 
than a business suit and tie. Botswana also 
retains laws that Britain has abolished. In 
2009, the country banned the 500-year old 
seditious libel law following a motion ta-
bled by an opposition MP. In 2014, under 
former President Ian Khama, Sunday Stan-
dard editor, Outsa Mokone, was charged 
with that same law as the beginning of  a 
long-running, multi-pronged campaign to 
make his life hell as punishment for what 
his paper published. While the charges 
were withdrawn under President Mokg-
weetsi Masisi, seditious libel is still law in 
Botswana.

While MPs have clamoured for an 
overhaul of  the 1966 constitution to align 
it to today’s Botswana, none has advocated 
for adopting a reader-friendly writing style 
for the nation’s laws. When he was presi-
dent, Khama frowned upon the Roman-
Dutch principle (which Botswana has ad-
opted) that “ignorance of  the law is not 
an excuse.” Botswana laws are based on a 
foreign culture (British) and even Batswa-
na who are unfamiliar with this culture are 
expected to obey these laws.

‘We can’t help everybody’ – Minister
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global coronavirus pandemic.
The Difference between corona-

virus and asthma is that coronavirus 
is highly contagious while asthma is 
not communicable.

A Sunday Standard investigation 
on the old woman’s close contacts 
reveal no local transmission. The old 
woman singlehandedly ran a semau-
su/ Tuckshop which was popular in 
the neighbourhood for the delicious 
mango atchar she imported from 
Motsweding. Her passport reveal 
that she had travelled to Motsweding 
a week before her last trip of  March 
15th. At the time, South Africa was al-
ready emerging as Africa’s epicentre 
of  the pandemic. Sunday Standard in-
vestigations have revealed that none 
of  her customers have reported any 
coronavirus symptoms. The three 
relatives who travelled with her to 
and from the family funeral in Mets-
weding have tested negative to CO-
VID-19. All mourners who attended 
the funeral with her in Motsweding 
have also tested negative. Babereki 
ka Lorato and Ramotswa Hospital 
mortuary attendants who handled 
her corpse have also tested negative.

Even her grandson who held 
her in his arms and drove her to Ra-
motswa Lutheran Hospital has also 
tested negative. Curiously, besides 
her grandson who was quarantined 
at Grand Area hotel in Gaborone, 
none of  her many close contacts 
were placed under institutional quar-
antine. Government officials flouted 
their own contact tracing guidelines 
despite the perceived threat to public 
health. Family members left for their 
homes and workplaces without test-

ing.
Contact tracing has not provided 

any answers. No trail. The family of  
the deceased is left to deal with the 
stigma of  a case that probably never 
have existed (See story on Page 3.)

The situation is not helped by 
government’s new public health 
response to censor and obfuscate 
COVID-19 information. Ironically, 
the decision was informed by events 
around the Ramotswa case.

In a curious break from its com-
mitment to transparency in the fight 
against the coronavirus, Coordina-
tor of  COVID-19 Task Force Dr. 
Kereng Masupu disclosed last month 
that government had taken a deci-

sion mask the country’s COVID-19 
data. Masupu argued that govern-
ment’s decision to apply masking to 
the country’s COVID-19 data field is 
to protect information that is classi-
fied as personally identifiable or sen-
sitive personal data.

Answering questions from jour-
nalists, Masupu revealed that unlike 
South Africa, Botswana will not 
stratify its COVID-19 data, but will 
instead aggregate it to hide demo-
graphic variables that may compro-
mise patients’ right to privacy.

“We are a very small society 
and if  we stratify information some 
people may see through it and guess 
who the patients are’, he argued. He 
cited a recent example where the 
team received complaints from some 
Ramotswa residents about disclosing 
the geographic information of  the 
Ramotswa old woman who tested 
positive to the virus.

Government is now using the 
new public health response to hide 
information about the Ramotswa 
incident. government has been es-
pecially cagey on contact tracing 
developments in Ramotswa, hiding 
behind the stigmatisation rhetoric to 
ward off  media enquiries.

The COVID-19 Task Force have 
turned down an opportunity to an-
swer a series of  questions from Sun-
day Standard regarding the matter, cit-
ing patient confidentiality.

“The case about which you en-
quire has been adequately explained 
to the public by the health authori-
ties.  Also, in answering the nature 
of  your questions would constitute a 
breach of  doctor patient confidenti-
ality,” COVID-19 Task Force Coor-
dinator Dr. Kereng Masupu said.

Mystery over Botswana’s COVID-19 “Patient Zero” deepens
CONTINUED FROM PG 1

Dr Kereng Masupu

Foundation and Alibaba Foundation, 
Botswana would be unable even to 
carry out contact trace testing.

Botswana was fortunate that the 
testing kits from Jack Ma Foundation 
arrived before the country registered 
its first COVID-19 case. It is un-
derstood that government has now 
decided to source the testing kits di-
rectly from suppliers without going 

through middlemen.
After Botswana registered its 

first few cases which coincided with 
a number of  local transmissions, the 
COVID-19 Task Force decided to 
conduct community testing, parallel 
to the contact trace testing.

The Covid-19 Task Force had 
initially planned to commence com-
munity testing for COVID-19 by 
April 20th. Former Deputy Perma-
nent Secretary in the Ministry of  

Health and Wellness Moses Keetile 
and Director of  Health Services, Dr 
Malaki Tshipayagae, issued state-
ments mind April that they have 
collaborated with the University of  
Botswana, National Strategy Office, 
Statistics Botswana and Botswana-
Harvard Partnership to conduct the 
tests. The testing which were to be 
done at selected households in great-
er Gaborone, greater Francistown, 
Gantsi, Ngamiland and Chobe areas 

were scheduled to run for 14 days. A 
total of  20,000 tests were to be done.

Unconfirmed report revealed 
that the 20 000 test which were 
scheduled for 14 days were planned 
around the 20 000 testing kits which 
had been donated by the Jack Ma 
Foundation and Alibaba Foundation.

The plan however meant there 
would be no testing kits to do con-
tact trace testing. Hardly a week af-
ter Keetile and Tshipayagae, issued 

statements that the COVID-19 Task 
Force would conduct community 
testing and contact trace testing con-
currently, Coordinator of  the COV-
ID-19 Task Force announced a new 
and revised plan at a press confer-
ence. He explained that due to lim-
ited resources, they were unable to 
do community testing.

At the time of  going to press, Dr 
Masupu had not responded to a Sun-
day Standard questionnaire.

Tenderpreneurs looting COVID-19 coffers
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Gaborone High Court Judge Godfrey Radi-
jeng has thrown out Botswana Nurse Union 
(BONU)’s lawsuit against the government for 
allegedly failing to provide safety equipment 
for COVID-19 to health professionals. 

BONU filed a law suit against government 
claiming among other things that the Ministry 
of  Health and Wellness was falling short of  
World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines 
on the safety of  healthcare workers.

Nurses had also alleged that lack of  proper 
protective equipment was putting them and 
their families in harm’s way.

BONU accused Ministry of  Health au-
thorities of  backtracking on their March 31st 
promise to provide nurses and other health 
professionals with Personal Protective Equip-
ment (PPE) and accommodation. 

Government had made an undertaking 
that frontline workers would be accommo-
dated in isolation from their families and other 
members of  the community. It also promised 
that they would be quarantined for 14 days af-
ter their final shift or last interface with sus-
pects or quarantined individuals. 

Delivering judgment, Radijeng noted that 
the union did not say when specifically there 
was non performance or failure by the Minis-
try to perform in full or in part the isolate ac-
commodation and the need for the provision 
of  14 days quarantine after the final shift of  
the union’s members post the crystallization 
of  the Ministry’s undertaking of  31 March.

“It leaves the Court to speculate on as the 
evidence presented by the Applicant (BONU) 
does not disclose the detail of  when these 
complaints arose after the Respondents’ un-
dertaking of  31 March 2020,” the judge said.

Radijeng further stated that “the Appli-
cant’s Secretary General avers to have under-
taken inspections or ‘collected facts on the 
ground’ but does not say when this was done 
to place the complaint into context of  when 
the applicant became aware of  the wrong 
complained of  vis a vis the launch of  the ap-
plication.”

He said this was critical for the Court to 
assess objectively the facts relied on by BONU 
for their law suit.

“ In the result construing, the tenure of  the 
Respondents’ undertaking in proper context, I 
take the view that the Respondents’ submis-
sion that the determination of  what ‘measures 
are reasonably necessary’ in the context of  
Section 11(2) (a) and (j) of  the  Public Service 
Act must be discerned from the efforts of  the 
Respondents to prescribe relevant terms and 
conditions for safety and wellness in the fight 
against COVID-19 pandemic virus,” he said. 

The section in question among other 
things compels an administrative body to per-
form a prescribed duty as imposed by law. 

Radijeng said BONU has not controverted 

the Ministry’s multiple savingram providing as 
submitted, conditions for the provision of  a 
safe environment for frontline workers.

“In the result, it cannot be said that the 
Respondents (Ministry) are in breach or have 
refused to perform a duty as provided by the 
statute,” said Radijeng. 

The judge found that the government by 
its letter dated 31 March issued its undertak-
ing to take all measures reasonably necessary 
and in line with the World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) to ensure the health and safety of  
BONU’s members in the workplace. 

He said BONU sought to enforce com-
pliance with this pursuant to section 11 (2) 
(a) and (j) of  the Public Service Act. 

Justice Radijeng said government submit-
ted that it is the WHO guidelines or protocols 
that prescribe the detail of  what is appropriate 
taking into account the prevailing global cir-
cumstances in the fight against the global pan-
demic of  COVID-19. BONU had also sought 
a mandatory interdict against the ministry or-
dering it to among others provide its members 
with protective clothing and accommodation. 

Commenting on this,  Radijeng said “I 
take the  view looking at the Applicant’s alter-
native order for a mandatory interdict to be 
misplaced in that while the premise of  the Re-
spondents’ undertaking is acknowledged, “the 
difficulty to bring finality to the issues between 
the parties should the Applicant be granted a 
mandatory interdict as  it is not clear what the 
specifics of  enforcement will be considering 
the nature of  the orders sought under the par-
ticular alternative remedy.”

The judge added that “I’m persuaded 
by this on  the facts established that the in-
terpretation of  the Respondents undertaking 
must be reasonably and prudently in the cir-
cumstances of  an acknowledged global pan-
demic and shortage of  protective provisions 
be properly done with guidance of  the World 
Health Organization,  a body the Applicant re-
lied on in championing its case.”
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Motor Centre Toyota:- Tel: +267 395 1736, Fax: +267 397 3441, Plot 28562, Samora Machel Drive
Associated Dealerships - Francistown Toyota:- Tel: +267 241 3855
Broadway Motors:-  Tel: +267 471 0252, Bamangwato Toyota:- Tel: +267 261 0539
Rustenburg Toyota:- Tel: +27 14 523 3000, Lichtenberg Toyota:- Tel: +27 18 632 4455

To All Our Valued Customers

During these unprecedented times we would like you to know that you are in our 

thoughts. We sincerely hope that you and your loved ones are healthy and safe. 

The current situation with regards to the spread of the COVID-19 virus will change the 

way Motor Centre Toyota will operate going forward.  The safety and well-being of our 

customers and staff is of the utmost importance to us and will remain our number one 

priority going into the future.

We are focused on preparing our facility, operations and staff to ensure that we provide 

you with services which meet all the required standards for the prevention of the spread 

of the virus. Herewith an indication of items we are focusing on: 

 Screening of both customers and staff prior to access being granted to the 
Dealership

 Sanitization of facilities, vehicles, tooling, furniture, hands, etc.
 Social distancing
 Reducing interaction with our team 
 Cashless transactions
 Training our staff on the new operating procedures

With the measures we are implementing, it is our intention that you feel safe when you 

next visit Motor Centre. 

We look forward to connecting with you in the near future. 

Stay Safe. 

Motor Centre Toyota Management 

Government quashes 
nurses COVID-19 lawsuit

MPHO KELEBOGE

This week’s COVID-19 parliamentary ses-
sion saved Nata/Gweta MP Polson Ma-
jaga from being arrested and questioned 
following allegations of  defilement.

Armed with a warrant of  arrest, Bo-
tswana police officers in Gaborone this 
week refused to arrest Majaga while parlia-
ment was in session.

A Botswana Police-Northern Divi-
sion Situation Report; dated 5th May, 2020, 
a copy of  which has been passed to the 
Sunday Standard reveals that Majaga is 
being investigated by Nata police officers 
Nata Police for allegedly defiling a 16 year 
old minor from Malelejwe cattle post near 
Nata village.

According to the situation report, “the 
incident occurred between September 
2019 and March 2020.The reporter Go-
busamang George of  age 46 alleged that 
her daughter being the victim is seven (7) 
months pregnant and that the Member 
of  Parliament Nata-Gweta Constituency 
Polson Majaga is responsible. When ques-
tioned by the mother, the victim revealed 
that she has been sleeping with him since 
September 2019.  The reporter further 
states that they have made attempt to con-

tact the suspect on his cellphone and did 
not deny the pregnancy but promised to 
take care of  it and child after. He never 
fulfilled the promise and they decided to 
report the matter. The victim was taken 
to Sowa clinic for medical attention. No 
arrest made. Case under investigation 
(U/I),’’read part of  situation report

In an interview with Sunday standard, 
MP Majaga who was on his way to his 
Constituency confirmed that he was aware 
of  the defilement allegations levelled 
against him.

“I’m aware that Nata Police has 
launched an investigations against me, 
but as a leader I’m currently on my way to 
my constituency so that I can avail myself  
to the police so that they can furnish me 
with whatever document’s they have and 
to allow for justice to take its cause’’ said 
Majaga.

Majaga accused his political rivals for 
plotting his political downfall. He told the 
Sunday Standard that he was aware of  
some Botswana Democratic party (BDP) 
who are trying every trick in the book to 
dislodge him from his constituency and 
end his political career.

“I’m aware of  some political syndi-
cates who are doing everything to destroy 
my reputation and they are doing every-
thing they can to destroy my political lead-
ership. These are my opponents and they 
are using unfortunate families (destitute) 
residing in some settlements in my con-
stituency to get rid of  me. I know all of  
them (political opponents-syndicates) be-
cause some are staying in some of  these 
cattle post while others are in Gaborone, 
’’said Majaga

Explaining how he got to know about 
the pregnant minor, Majaga told Sunday 
Standard that, “I interacted with her par-
ents last year during my political campaign 
and she was also known to me. The victim 
and her parents are from one of  the three 
settlements in my constituency which 
forms part of  seven villages under remote 
area programs. I was surprised when they 
were to start doing some casual work at 
my Guest House that the 16 year old was 
said to be pregnant. It is news to me that I 
impregnated the girl and that I have prom-
ised to look after her. It’s a lie because I 
never promise her family anything and we 
never discussed anything in relation to her 
pregnancy.  That is why I’m going to my 
Constituency office to establish if  there 
is any police summons, if  not, then I will 
voluntarily approach Sowa Police Station 
to find out,’’ said Majaga.

MP saved 
by COVID-19 
from criminal 
charges - for 
now

Polson Majaga

COVID-19 suspected zero patient’s dying wish denied
SUNDAY STANDARD REPORTER
 

Botswana’s suspected CO-
VID-19 zero patient, a 
79-year-old Ramotswa 
woman’s dying wish was to 
be buried in her backyard.

Relatives rolled their sleeves and 
broke their backs to grant her last 
wish. Midway through digging the 
grave and preparing for the funeral, 
government officials rocked up and 
stopped everything.

The grieving family was home 
burials had been suspended, so they 
could not grant their matriarch her 
final wish.

Between reeling from the anxi-
ety and frustration of  not being able 
to honor their mothers last wish and 
running around to find a last-minute 
alternative burial site, they were told 
they would not be able to say a final 
goodbye to their mother.

The old woman could not be bur-
ied in her finest and favourite clothes. 
Instead it was the grim anonymity of  a 
hospital gown. Her corpse was sealed 
away and the family was told they 
could not see it one last time before it 
was interred.

And this was the beginning of  a 
long and dark chapter that the family 
wants to forget. They had been told 
their matriarch had tested negative 
to coronavirus. Her birth certificate 
signed by Dr Ramotlhwa cited the 
cause of  death as “respiratory distress 
and hypertension.”

The family used their funeral in-
surance policy with Babereki ka Le-
rato to keep the corpse at their mortu-
ary before burial. While the family was 
still running around with funeral ar-
rangements, they were informed that 
Babereki Ka Lerato had evicted their 
mother’s corps from their mortuary 
and dumped it at Bamalete Lutheran 
Hospital. Babereki Ka Lerato claimed 
the old woman had died under quar-
antine and was a COVID-19 suspect.

The corpse was left out in the 
open for sometime while plans were 
being made to accommodate it at the 
government mortuary. On the eve of  

the burial, the corpse was “disinfect-
ed” and sealed away in a mortuary bag 
before being sent bag to Babereki Ka 
Lerato to place in a casket.

Indications are that there was com-
munication break-down between the 
Babereki Ka Lerato and the govern-
ment mortuary. Babereki Ka Lerato 
mortuary attendants took the corpse 
out of  the transparent mortuary back 
and destroyed it as they prepared the 
corpse for burial. Both mortuaries had 
ran out of  transparent mortuary bags, 
so health officials decided that the 
casket should not be opened to avoid 
transmission.

While still trying to come to terms 
with the whole issue, then there was 
the stigma from the community. One 
of  the old woman’s daughter who was 
struggling with schizophrenia broke 
down, could not be part of  the fu-
neral process and had to be rushed to 
Sebrana Mental Hospital in Lobatse. 
Psychiatric doctors at the mental hos-
pital would not admit her for fear that 
she may be infected. She was sent back 
without being treated and her son who 
had taken her to the mental hospital 
was told to book himself  for institu-
tional quarantine.

When they got to Gaborone, the 
young man was quarantined at Grand 
Area hotel in Gaborone, while her 
psychotic mother was let alone to her 
devices. Hospital authorities promised 
to keep an eye on her, but only visited 
her once during the 14 days that her 
son was kept in isolation.

While waiting to be booked it at 
Grand Area, the young man tried to 
strike a conversation with Botswana 
Defence Force officers who were sta-
tioned at the hotel. His overture was 
met by rude rebukes from the soldiers 
who told him to stay away from them. 
Even some health officials treated him 
like a leaper.

Like the rest of  the country, the 
grieving family does not know if  their 
mother died from coronavirus or not, 
and a hoping government will help 
them with closure. For now, they are 
living one day at a time, and learning 
to live with the stigma on the go.Babereki Ka Lerato



In western medical science, 
asthma is an incurable dis-
ease but courtesy of  an 
overly adventurous paternal 
cousin who disappeared for 

a whole year and resurfaced a 
year later as a traditional doctor, 
the writer’s was cured at a very 
young age with herbal medicine 
called serokola. Years later, a Mok-
gatla woman who is still practising 
her craft from Rampedi Ward in 
Mochudi, cured him of  gastro-
intestinal reflux disorder which, 
according to western medical sci-
ence, is incurable. Western medi-
cal science is what informs the 
decision-making processes of  
the World Health Organisation 
and so, as far as this United Na-
tions body is concerned, there is 
no cure for asthma and GERD. 
However, it is important to note 
that, as used by WHO, the mean-
ing of  “cure” is geographical and 
cultural – not semantic. As far as 
WHO is concerned and as part of  
a broader culture of  invalidation, 
medical science doesn’t exist in 
Africa and a cure can only come 
from the west.

Interestingly, this is some-
thing of  a Catch-22 situation 
because western medical science 
is mostly oriented towards treat-
ment and not finding a cure. It is 
essentially commercial enterprise 
that is purposefully designed to 
turn patients into customers. On 
the other hand, indigenous medi-
cal science is oriented towards 
curing diseases once and for all.

Last month, the president 

of  Madagascar, President Andry 
Rajoelina, announced that the 
country research scientists had 
discovered a cure for COVID-19 
and that some people who had 
tested positive were cured after 
drinking the herbal tonic from 
an indigenous plant. Called “CO-
VID Organics,” the herbal drink 
is derived from artemisia — an 
anti-malaria plant mixed with in-
digenous herbs. Rajoelina has put 
the prestige of  presidential office 
behind this cure and following his 
announcement, Tanzania, Equa-
torial Guinea, Congo-Brazzaville 
and Guinea-Bissau placed orders 
for the cure.

WHO’s response was reflex-
ive and predictable. In a decep-
tively general statement whose is-
suance coincided with Rajoelina’s 
announcement, the UN body said 
that “as efforts are underway to 
find treatment for COVID-19, 
caution must be taken against 
misinformation, especially on so-
cial media, about the effectiveness 
of  certain remedies.” The state-
ment said that there was need to 
test remedies “for efficacy and 
adverse side effects” and never 
once explained why some of  the 
medications that it has approved 
lack efficacy and have adverse side 
effects. It is revealing that WHO 
did and said nothing when west-
ern medical science introduced 
skin-whitening creams that en-
abled black, brown and yellow 
people to make themselves look 
artificially white.

Around the same time that 

Rajoelina announced the CO-
VID-19 cure, Donald Trump 
said touted his own treatment 
which he said can “knock out the 
virus in a minute” – a disinfec-
tant injection. WHO remained 
radio-silent even as some United 
States institutions warned that 
Trump’s statement was extremely 
dangerous because some CO-
VID-19-positive people might 
be tempted to inject themselves 
with disinfectants. Those institu-
tions were targetting Americans 
but a US president has a bully 
pulpit that gives him global reach 
– which makes WHO, a world 
body, more ideal for purposes of  
countering that message. It was 
as interesting to listen to Botswa-

na’s Director of  Health Services 
in the Ministry of  Health and 
Wellness dismiss the efficacy of  
COVID Organics as a cure by re-
marking that coffee is tasty but is 
not a cure. It was disheartening to 
not hear him (or the Ministry of  
Health and Wellness for that mat-
ter) give similar warning given by 
US institutions because Trump’s 
message certainly reached Bo-
tswana.

Concern has been raised that 
as COVID-19 continues its deadly 
march across the globe, organisa-
tions and institutions maintain a 
business-as-usual attitude. WHO 
and western governments are on 
the culprit list and scholarly work 
from the University of  Botswana 

helps one understand why these 
parties will never think medical 
knowledge exists in Africa. The 
work is in the form of  a book 
called Indigenous Research Method-
ologies which was written by Pro-
fessor Bagele Chilisa, a highly ac-
complished scholar who teaches 
Research Methods and Evaluation 
courses at UB. When the book 
came out, it shot straight to the 
amazon.com best-seller list and 
has been prescribed as required 
reading for courses at some uni-
versities in United States, Canada 
and Australia. In the book, Chilisa 
characterises WHO and a sibling 
UN agency, UNAIDS, as com-
ponents of  an elaborate money-
making scheme controlled by 
western commercial interests. As 
culpable would be western me-
dia, which has described COVID 
Organics as “a cure.” It would 
doubtless also describe serokola as 
a “cure.”

Indigenous Research Methodolo-
gies trashes HIV/AIDS sentinel 
surveillance reports, character-
ising them as little more than 
works of  fiction that have had 
the effect of  setting in motion, 
a domino-chain of  calamities for 
Botswana and economic benefit 
for the west. In service of  that 
argument, the book attempts to 
show the relations between the 
UN and commercial HIV/AIDS 
activists taking advantage of  the 
misery brought about by this 
scourge to make money.  It states 
that when surveys are carried out, 
UNAIDS and WHO recommend 
what the areas of  concern should 
be and information subsequently 
obtained is used by the US Cen-
tres for Disease Control to create 
league tables that compare HIV/
AIDS prevalence and mortality 
rates in the world.

The book elaborates on the 
latter point: “It is a naming game 
where those countries with the 
highest HIV/AIDS prevalent 
rates, like Botswana, increasingly 
come under pressure to embrace 
Western-prescribed norms, buy 
the circulating knowledge and 
technology on HIV/AIDS, and 
sacrifice the vulnerable sick to re-
search experiments and drug tri-
als. The research on HIV/AIDS 
simply works within the colonial 

framework of  homogeneity in 
search of  answers and solutions 
to the HIV/AIDS pandemic.”

The book also dismisses the 
information in sentinel surveil-
lance reports as misleading on 
account of  the research methods 
being fundamentally flawed.

“Despite claims that informa-
tion contributes to the distribution 
of  resources in a country marked 
by diverse cultures and disparities 
of  income …, the Botswana An-
nual Sentinel Survey Reports treat 
the researched as a homogenous 
universal mass where occupation, 
education and social class do not 
matter. Context-specific differen-
tial analysis is ignored, and only 
detailed age-specific prevalence 
and mortality rates are given,” 
Chilisa writes.

She finds it objectionable that 
Batswana should even be using 
the term “HIV/AIDS” which she 
considers to be a “standardised 
science laboratory language” 
that limits understanding of  the 
disease.  She cites a 1999 study 
conducted among University of  
Botswana students to show how 
researchers control the meaning 
of  HIV/AIDS and the modes of  
transmission. She notes how the 
questionnaire items were limited 
to a Euro-scientific definition of  
the virus and the dominant modes 
of  transmission as perceived in 
the west and ignored Batswana’s 
understanding of  the disease. She 
recommends that the meanings 
that people give to HIV/AIDS 
should be taken seriously because 
they are based on their life expe-
riences and not, as is happening, 
dismissed as misconceptions or 
cultural ignorance. On that basis, 
she argues that HIV/AIDS being 
called boswagadi, molelo wa badimo 
and boloi underpins a cause-effect 
relationship embedded in Batswa-
na’s perception of  reality.

The book exposes rampant 
academic fraud and racism that 
have been going on for decades 
in the international research com-
munity. In one instance Chilisa 
recounts a personal experience 
in which she watched helplessly 
as findings of  a study she par-
ticipated in were deliberately fab-
ricated to suit preconceived no-
tions about Africans. In a burst of  

creative energy, her west-
ern co-researchers made 
sweeping generalisations 
that “sexual pleasure and 
fathering children” are 
given “high priority and 
status” in Botswana in a 
report that followed the 
study. The book observes 
that this characterisation 
feeds into and relies on 
colonial stereotypes about 
African sexuality.

The fact that WHO’s 
Director-General is an 
Ethiopian and that the 
WHO Director for Af-
rica is a Botswana citizen 
should allay whatever fears 
Africans may have but it 
doesn’t because WHO 
was basically designed to 
bolster white capitalist 
hegemony. And, there is a 
term that Malcolm X used 
to describe blacks who 
serve such system. It is 
very clear that the west is 
looking to make a killing 
from a WHO-approved 
COVID-1 cure and al-
ready there is competition 
among western nations. 
The US has attempted 
to buy a German com-
pany that has made great 
strides in the research for 
such cure.

In no way are we sug-
gesting that Botswana 
should just buy COVID 
Organics on the strength 
of  what Rajoelina said. 
With as much money as 
been poured into our 
education and health sec-
tors, there are Batswana 
who can verify what the 
Madagascan president has 
claimed about COVID 
Organics.
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VACANCY
Lucara Botswana (Pty) Ltd operates the Karowe Diamond Mine at Letlhakane in the Boteti sub 
district. The plant was commissioned in April 2012 and has gone on to achieve exceptional 
performance. It is the source of some truly special diamonds. The plant completed major 
upgrades that include introduction of X-Ray Transmission (XRT) technology in diamond 
recovery. This is adding to the already existing innovative application of autogenous milling 
in diamond processing. The Company is embarking on projects, which entail enhanced large 
diamond recovery.

Lucara Botswana invites suitably qualified candidates to apply for the following position:

AUTO ELECTRICIAN– TENABLE IN LETLHAKANE 
Job Summary
Reporting to the Services Foreman, the Auto Electrician is responsible for maintaining, servicing 
and troubleshooting of mobile equipment electrical systems. The mobile fleet comprises of 
heavy duty diesel truck, light vehicles and hydraulic heavy lifting equipment (mobile cranes and 
telescopic handlers)

Effectiveness Areas:
•	 Planning and Organising 
•	 Fleet Electrical Maintenance and Service 
•	 On board computer systems 
•	 Installation of Accessories and Wiring
•	 Administration
•	 Subordinate Effectiveness 
•	 Safety, health and environmental compliance

Personal Attributes:
•	 Communication
•	 Analytical skills
•	 Team Player
•	 Quality assurance

Qualifications and Experience:
•	 BGCSE plus Diploma in Auto Electronics 
•	 4 years experience 

Only candidates who meet the above requirements need to apply enclosing detailed 
curriculum vitae and certified copies of certificates, clearly indicating the position applied 
for on the email subject line to recruitment@lucarabotswana.co.bw.

Closing date for applications is May 13, 2020. 

Only short-listed candidates will be responded to.

WHO is fooling who over 
Madagascar’s COVID-19 cure?
In her best-selling book, Prof. Chilisa characterises WHO and a sibling UN agency, 

UNAIDS, as components of  an elaborate money-making scheme controlled by western commercial interests

Madagascar COVID-19 cure
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1. Land Surveyor

Job Summary
To measure and collect data on specific areas of land in 
order to meet project objectives.

Qualifications and Experience
Bsc (Surveying), BTech (surveying)or equivalent.
Must be a  professionally registered land surveyor. i.e. either 
with SAGC as a PLS (Professional Surveyor) or any other 
recognized body in Botswana. 
Minimum 5 years in engineering land surveying directly 
related to construction.
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- LS

2. HR/IR Practitioner  

Job Summary
To manage the day-to-day HR issues in relation to all HR 
activities such as recruitment, training and development, 
overseeing the management of site industrial labour 
relations, managing grievance procedures and conflict 
resolution, while ensuring that the company continues to 
meet its business and company’s objectives. The incumbent 
will be required to advise business and employees on all 
Labour related issues, highlighting risks to the business 
and employees whilst ensuring business objectives are 
ultimately achieved. 

Qualifications and Experience
Minimum Diploma in Human Resources or related 
qualification  
Minimum of 5 years’ Industrial Relations experience in a 
construction site environment 
At least three years HR generalist experience.  
Sound Knowledge of Labour Legislation and procedures.
Strong IR Background 
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- HR/IR

3. Plant Maintenance Supervisor

Job Summary
The Workshop Supervisor Coordinates and directs the 
service department technicians for maximum efficiency and 
productivity. 
Qualifications and Experience 
Minimum N4 Mechanical Engineering or equivalent and 
a valid Trade Test Certificate in the field of Earthmoving 
Equipment Mechanics. 
A supervisory effectiveness of a first line certificate will be 
an added advantage.
4 years post apprenticeship experience on Earthmoving 
Equipment 
2 years’ experience as charge hand or Supervisor.
A valid driver’s license is essential

Reference: KCBT- PMS

4. Project Admin Officer 

Job Summary
Responsible for coordination of project activities. 
Manage schedules, arrange assignments and 
communicate progress to all team members.

Qualifications and Experience 
Minimum National Diploma in Administration or related 
field.
5 years’ work experience as a Project Administrator.
Knowledge of project management software 
Hands on experience with flowcharts, technical 
documentation and schedules 
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- PAO

5. Project Manager

Job Summary
Responsible and accountable for the day to day running of 
construction operations on site

Qualifications and Experience 
B.Eng / B.SC. – Civil / Mechanical Eng – Registered with 
ERB as Professional Engineer or equivalent. 
A proven track record in achieving first-class construction 
management in large infrastructure projects  (Pipe lines, 
Reservoirs and WTP)
Minimum of 5- 10 years’ experience working in 
Construction Management, with at least 5 years’ 
experience in and on a site construction environment
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- PM

Reference: KCBT- PP

6. QC Site Officer

Job Summary
Responsible for maintaining of quality standards by 
approving incoming materials, in-process production, and 
finished products

Qualifications and Experience 
National Higher Dip., B. Tech, B/ in Quality Management or 
similar advantageous  
ISO9001 Implementation/Auditing certification  
Minimum 5 to 10 years civil inspection from which must be  
in infrastructure projects (pipelines,resevoirs,WTP)
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- QC

7. Quantity Surveyor

Job Summary
Responsible from design costs to final figure
Pursue to minimise the costs of the project and enhance 
value for money.
Ensuring that the project meets all legal and quality 
assurance requirements and regulations

Qualifications and Experience 
Possess relevant construction QS credentials.
Minimum B.Tech / Diploma. – Quantity Surveying
A proven track record in infrastructure projects, Pipe lines, 
Reservoirs and WTP)  
Minimum of 10 years’ experience   with at least 5 years’ 
experience working on a site construction environment as a 
Site Quantity Surveyor. 
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- QS

8. Resident Engineer  Civils &Pipelines/Structural

Job Summary
Responsible for providing Resident Engineering functions 
and to serve as a link between management and operational 
areas to ensure that work is performed according to the 
stipulated requirements.

Qualifications and Experience 
BEng (Civil) or BTech (Civil), registered with ERB or 
Equivalent as a Professional.
Minimum 10 years’ resident engineer function on steel and 
or ductile iron bulk water supply pipelines  larger than 500 
mm diameter pipelines.
Proficient with MS Office, MS Project and Drafting software
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- REP

9. SHE Site Officer

Job Summary
Coordinates health and safety systems.
identifies hazards and assess risks to health and safety, 
put appropriate safety controls in place
provides advice on accident prevention and occupational 
health to management and employees. Establish, manage 
and monitor standards, processes, communications, training 
and systems to ensure all responsibilities associated with 
Health and Safety

Qualifications and Experience 
OHS Diploma/Certificate or equivalent. 
Certificate in occupational health and safety i.e. SAMTRAC, 
Nebosh IGC
5 or more years relevant experience in a similar role
Registered with relevant professional body.
In depth knowledge of legislation (e.g. OSHA) and 
procedures.
Knowledge of potentially hazardous materials or practices.
Proficient in MS Office.
Working knowledge of safety management systems i.e. 
OHASAS18001/IMS
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- SSO

10. Site Agent Civils 

Job Summary
responsible for the management of the construction site
maintains standards of health and safety, quality, 
environmental impact and cost control

Qualifications and Experience 
Btech / Diploma. – Civil / Water & Environment – 
Registered with ERB 
A proven track record in achieving first-class construction 
management in infrastructure projects  (Pipe lines, 
Reservoirs and WTP) 
 
Minimum of 5- 10 years’ experience working in 
Construction Management, with at least 5 years’ 
experience in and on a site construction environment
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- SA

11. Senior  Land Surveyor

Job Summary
Measures and collects data on specific areas of land in order 
to meet project objectives.

Qualifications and Experience 
Bsc (Surveying), or equivalent.
Must be professionally registered with SAGC as a PLS 
(Professional Surveyor) or Equivalent
Minimum 10 years in engineering land surveying, directly 
related to construction
A Valid Driver’s License

Reference: KCBT- SLS

12. Health and Safety Manager 

Job Summary
To Manage and coordinate the overall Safety & Health 
initiatives and systems at the company. Ensure and assure 
legal compliance to minimize risk, litigation exposure and 
adverse publicity.
Qualifications and Experience 
Should possess a four-year degree from an accredited 
post-secondary institution within construction engineering, 
occupational safety or a related field of study.
At least 10 years related experience in the construction 
environment Staff management and relevant labour 
legislation
Health & Safety legislation & implementation
Knowledge of Health & Safety practices & systems
Professional Registration with relevant body 
Extremely proficient with Ms Office
 Excellent Communication skills
Ability to work under pressure.
A valid Driver’s License.
Reference: KCBT-HSM

13. Environmental Officer

Job Summary
To assist in the management of an effective environmental 
assurance function in accordance with Legislative, Client 
and Company Projects and other requirement.
Qualifications and Experience 
Degree/National Diploma in Environmental Management or 
equivalent.
2 to 5 years’ Environmental experience
MS Office and administration 
SHE legislation & implementation
Knowledge of Environmental, Health & Safety practices & 
systems.
Extensive knowledge of Occupational Health and Safety 
Acts,
Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment, Legal 
Compliance Assessments, Construction Regulations and 
other similar training
Understanding and use of HIRA methodology
 Extremely proficient with Ms Office
 Excellent Communication skills
Ability to work under pressure.
A valid Driver’s License.
Reference: KCBT-EO

14. Payroll Clerk

Job Summary
To perform general administrative tasks related to Payroll 
and benefits, remuneration and employee conditions of 
employment.
Qualifications and Experience 
Diploma in Payroll administration, book keeper
Training in Sage Pastel
3 to 5 years.VIP Premier Experience (Full Function) 
Advanced Excel Experience (including Formulas)
Understanding of Basic Conditions of Employment 
3 years’ experience in construction, engineering or similar 
environment
Provide and compile Payroll input and reports and attend to 
employee queries 
Experience in working with complex cost to companies 
including fringe benefits
Understanding of statutory laws and relevant Acts
Proficient in Ms Programmes.
Excellent Communication skills
Ability to work under pressure.
A valid Driver’s License.
Reference: KCBT-PC

15. Foreman Civils /Structures/Pipe laying

Job Summary
To assume supervisory responsibility over workers, 
materials and plant in respect of a trade specific part of 
the work on a contract ensuring that work streams to a 
programme and deadlines are met as agreed with the 
supervisor.
Qualifications and Experience 
Trade certificate/Diploma
At least 5 years’ experience in a construction, engineering/
built environment
Knowledge of construction processes and applicable trades
Read and interpret drawings 

Setting out and levelling
Knowledge of materials, plant and equipment
Knowledge of site administration systems
Staff supervision and Basic IR 
Safety requirements and safety and health legislation
Registered with recognised Professional body.
Proficient in Ms Programmes.
Excellent Communication skills
Ability to work under pressure.
A valid Driver’s License.
Reference: KCBT-F

16. Mechanic

Job Summary
To work as light and heavy equipment mechanics handling 
tools repairing equipment as per the set mechanical repair 
procedures.
Qualifications and Experience 
Trade B Heavy Plant Mechanics/Relevant Vocational 
Certificate
Basic Knowledge of maintaining equipment and 
troubleshooting of various kinds of equipment including 
light and heavy equipment.
+5 years’ experience working as mechanic within a civil 
construction industry.
Excellent Communication skills
Ability to work under pressure.
A valid Driver’s License.
Reference: KCBT-MEC

17. S/S Mechanic Assistant 

Job Summary
To perform various mechanical tasks assisting a Mechanic 
to repair, operate and refurbish vehicles.
Qualifications and Experience 
Relevant Vocational Certificate or equivalent 
+3 years’ experience in maintaining and servicing 
automobile equipment within a civil construction industry.
Ability to follow procedures for safe disposal of motor oil, 
tyres and other vehicle fluids
Conduct periodic checks of the equipment and ensure that 
they are free of clutter and broken materials.
Have ability to install, repair and replace mechanical parts 
in automobiles.
Excellent Communication skills
Ability to work under pressure.
A valid Driver’s License.
Reference: KCBT-ASSMEC

18. Store Manager

Job Summary
To be responsible for receiving, storing and controlling 
stock items from suppliers and to issue to departments 
and / or contractors. To safe guard company assets by the 
overall management of the company stock and the usage 
thereof.  

Qualifications and Experience 
Tertiary qualification in Procurement/supply chain 
management 
5+ years’ experience in a procurement environment  
3 years’ stores experience
Exposure to materials buying in a construction environment 
and knowledge of logistics handling 
Understanding of procurement procedures
Ability to manage multiple tasks and relationships within a 
fast-paced, team oriented environment
Experience on inventory software systems Knowledge of 
tools, equipment and material used in construction industry.
Proficient in Ms Programmes.
Excellent Communication skills
Ability to work under pressure.
A valid Driver’s License.
Reference: KCBT-STM

If you are not contacted as a short listed candidate within 4 
weeks of the closing date, please consider your application 
as being unsuccessful. 

The Recruiter may amend, delete or expire jobs at any time 
without notification.

Khato Civils reserves the right not to proceed with filling the 
position.

An application will not in itself entitle the applicant to an 
interview.

Candidates are invited to submit a CV together with copies 
of certificates/driver’s license (no original certificates). 
Applications that are received without copies of required 
documentation will not be considered. 

NB: PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL POSITIONS ARE 
PROJECT BASED.

Closing Date: 22 May 2020

Completed applications can be e-mailed to Botswana.
recruitment@khatocivils.com  by the indicated closing 
date or hand delivered at Khato Civils offices at 
Mmamashia along the A1 road after Mmamashia Engine 
Garage

Call Teedzani Maposa or Peter Mathambo at +2673180644 
for clarifications 

Khato Civils is an equal opportunities employer. We are determined that no job 
applicant or employee receives less favourable treatment on the grounds of sex, 
pregnancy or maternity, gender re-assignment, sexual orientation, religion or 
belief, marriage or civil partnership, age, race or disability.

VACANCIES



“They may expect we shall not see, or notice, 
or will forgive them a bit of  gluttony… But 
they can hardly expect us not to care when 
their gluttony causes them to vomit all over 
our shoes.”

• Sir Edward May

In a review of  Michela Wong’s 
book “It’s Our Turn to Eat”, 
which chronicles corruption 
networks in Kenya under Presi-
dent Mwai Kibaki, the former 

British diplomat Sir Edward Clay 
observes that too often, Africa’s po-
litical class regards government not 
as a trust or contract with the gov-
erned, but as their private possession. 
Therefore, since the same keyholder 
on which hangs the office key also 
carries the one that opens the public 
safe, the vote is a ticket to riches, and 
to be entrusted with power is to be 
conferred unfettered access to pub-
lic funds – and the lottery. And so 
the logic goes: to be anywhere in the 
government machinery – whether as 
an elected official or in the adminis-
trative bureaucracy – is a golden op-
portunity for self-aggrandisement on 
a grand scale.

And so politics attracts chancers 
and busybodies; journeymen who 
so nicely fit the metaphor of  the fat 
and exasperating hustler in “Heart of  
Darkness” who, despite being hope-
lessly unfit and unprepared for the 
journey on foot in the inhospitable 
terrain of  the Congo, trudges on 
nonetheless on the belief  that there’s 
great fortune to be made in the hin-
terland. And like Joseph Conrad’s 
character, if  ever these fellas were 
asked what the heck they are doing 
in public office, they would blurt the 
same memorable lines that their figu-
rative alter ego in the classical novel 
also gives to explain his presence in 
a place he’s so out of  place in: “To 
make money, of  course. What do you 

think?” 
And make money, they do.
Such is the insatiable appetite for 

money by office bearers that Zimba-
bwean freedom fighter Edgar Tekere 
once questioned his colleagues how, 
in just a few years after gaining pow-
er, many of  them had grown incred-
ibly wealthy.

“We all came from (exile in) Mo-
zambique with nothing; not even a 
teaspoon,” he observed. “But today, 
in less than two years, you hear that 
so-and-so owns so many farms, a 
chain of  hotels and his father owns 
a fleet of  buses. Where did all that 
money come from in such a short 
period? Isn’t it from the very public 
funds they are entrusted to adminis-
ter?”

Any casual observer of  Africa’s 
political economy would attest that 
within Tekere’s cheeky speculative 
conjecture about the source of  the 
leaders’ instant wealth lies the answer. 
Government and its agencies being 
the biggest procurer of  goods and 
services, the money-making scheme 
revolves around who gets to procure 
what for which government agency. 
The modus operandi is the same. 
Lucrative tenders are awarded to rela-
tives, family, friends, and associates 
of  those with access to power. Some-
times you get the more brazen – or 
stupidly naïve – office bearers who 
don’t even hide behind an associate, 
but dish out the contracts to their 
own companies.  Whichever way the 
game pans out, the ensuing spectacle 
is of  primitive accumulation so de-
praved it is shorn of  all shame and 
pretence of  ethical conduct.

This is the malaise that was ob-
served by the then Deputy President 
of  South Africa, Thabo Mbeki, in a 
1998 speech when he spoke of  “how 
those who had access to power, or 
access to those who had access to 

power” robbed, pillaged and broke 
all laws and all ethical norms “with 
great abandon to acquire wealth”. He 
warned of  this predatory class whose 
sole mission is “to seek access to 
power or access to those who have 
access to power so that they can cor-
rupt the political order for personal 
gain at all costs”.

The common refrain by those in 
power when they try to explain away 
their conduct – when entities that 
they have an interest in are found do-
ing business with government agen-
cies – is that like any other citizen, 
they are entitled to benefit from op-
portunities when they so arise. What 
that argument overlooks, argue civil 
society activists, is that those entrust-
ed with running public affairs cease 
to be “ordinary citizens” the moment 
they assume office and so should for-
go certain opportunities they would 
ordinarily partake in without anybody 
raising an eyebrow.

Pusetso Morapedi, the Execu-
tive Director of  Botswana Centre for 
Public Integrity (BCPI), argues for 
strict rules to guard against the temp-
tation by Politically Exposed Persons 
(PEPs) to abuse their entrusted pow-
ers. She gives the example of  Britain’s 
PEPs regime that ensures that those 
in power do not unduly benefit from 
their positions.

One of  Botswana’s most outspo-
ken champions of  clean governance 
is the former Director of  the Direc-
torate on Corruption and Economic 
Crime (DCEC), Tymon Katholo. He 
points out that people in decision-
making positions often find them-
selves in circumstances where they 
have a conflict of  interest, that is 
where personal interest and offi-
cial obligations collide in a situation 
where one has to make a decision. As 
the law currently stands, he explains, 
it becomes a criminal offence when 

the concerned person fails to disclose 
their interest.

But is declaration of  interest in 
itself  adequate?

This is where the path leads to 
the terrain of  ethics. What is lawful 
may not necessarily be ethical. And, 
granted, the inverse is equally true – 
what is unethical is not necessarily 
unlawful. Most of  the “eating” hap-
pens under the cloud cover of  hav-
ing fulfilled the legal requirement to 
declare one’s interest, or recusal from 
adjudication in the decision of  who 
to procure goods or services from. 
What then obtains, for instance, is 
that a head of  a defence force would 
declare their interest or recuse them-
selves from adjudicating a certain 

tender because their brothers’ com-
pany has submitted a tender to sup-
ply arms or fighter jets to the military. 
Anti-corruption campaigners argue 
that though such action would have 
fulfilled legal requirements, it remains 
unethical for family members or rela-
tives of  an organisation’s leader to do 
business with that entity. The most 
obvious difficulty is the improbable 
expectation that one’s subordinates – 
or colleagues – would give an objec-
tive assessment in a situation where 
their leader or his family members 
have an interest.

This is why, in Morapedi’s view, it 
is never a good idea to have public 
officials do business with govern-
ment because their positions gives 

access and advantage that ordinary 
citizens do not have.

Frustrated at the avaricious “eat-
ing” that goes on at the top table 
despite the ostensible safeguards, 
increasingly civil society campaign-
ers now call for prohibition of  politi-
cal leaders from doing business with 
government entities.  As Morapedi 
asks, “why do we have a policy that 
allows public officials to do business 
with government and tender in their 
respective departments?”

While he agrees with the view that 
it is unethical for public officers to do 
business with an entity they work for, 
Katholo cautions that to outlaw the 
practice is a difficult call to make.

“Conflict of  interest will always 
exist, especially in a country like Bo-
tswana with a small population where 
most people know each other,” says 
Katholo. “The most important thing 
is to have the mechanism to manage 
the conflict.”

What is not difficult to notice, 
though, as Edward Clay said in a 
clarion call speech in 2004, is the ar-
rogance and greed that lead the prac-
titioners of  the “eating” to eat like 
shameless gluttons – without a care 
in the world that the sound of  their 
grinding teeth from the rich suburbs 
do reach the poorer neighbourhoods 
where stomachs make growling 
sounds of  hunger. 
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Bon appétit, we are in power!
There is renewed call to build a national consensus that access to power 

and public office should never be a lottery ticket to self-enrichment, writes MESH MOETI  

Horticulture farm workers 
needed urgently in Ditladi. 

Apply:   Constance Bafana 
  71258129 

  P.O.Box 301922 
  Francistown

FARM 
WORKERS 

NEEDED

Tymon Katlholo
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A MESSAGE 
TO ALL HOLLARD BOTSWANA

STAKEHOLDERS

As a responsible corporate citizen, we are actively investigating opportunities to also contribute towards supporting existing activities and initiating new ones to alleviate the 
impact and spread of this virus and the consequent COVID-19 disease on our clients, our staff, our partners and Batswana, particularly the economy.

In navigating these unique circumstances, we want to communicate with you, our valued stakeholders, the steps Hollard Botswana is taking, further to the P830,000 pledged 
to the Government, to assist in this pandemic.

Valued Clients

All Motor policy holders will receive a 15% discount on their premium for the 
month of May. Policyholders who have already paid their annual premiums will be 
refunded an equivalent of 15% monthly premium. Please note that this will not be 
applicable for policy holders who have done their May renewals and were given 
a discount. We will review this for the month of June, should the lockdown be 
extended and communicate accordingly. 

For ease of accessing the full benefits of their insurance policy to our valued 
policy holders we further offer;

• Cash settlements in the event that repairs cannot be commenced due to the
 non-availability of spares so as to offer flexibility in ensuring repairs are   
 undertaken timeously.  Hollard will offer a free post repair inspection to ensure  
 the satisfactory completion of repairs.

• For replacement of lost or stolen all risk items we will be offering immediate   
 cash settlement, up to the limit of the sum  insured, to allow flexibility in the   
 repurchase of said personal items. Cover for said stolen or lost items will be   
 suspended until proof of repurchase is provided in order to reinstate cover.

Premium Relief during the Covid19 period will be given to all Life policy holders, 
if they are affected by the Covid19 Pandemic. Please note that necessary 
documentation will be required. 

All Funeral claims caused by the Covid19 virus will be paid.

All our valued retail clients will receive the Covid-19 benefit in the event of the 
death of an Insured Life and being positive to the COVID-19 virus at the date of death. 

Covid-19 benefit has NO waiting period on all funeral claims caused by COVID-19 virus. 

Valued Brokers

We’ve built our reputation around passion and commitment to creating lasting, 
relevant partnerships. That’s why we’re dedicated to assisting our valued Brokers 
weather this storm, in which we will be offering them:

• Full commission payments against discounted premiums.
• Covid19 bereavement cover of P10 500 should they, or any of their employees   
 lose their life due to the corona virus. This value will be in place until the end   
 of  May 2020.
• Cash relief to identified brokers who have been impacted by the Covid19   
 Pandemic.

Please also note that we have requested NBFIRA to be flexible and extend credit 
terms from 45 days to 90 days to ease impact on collection and non-compliance 
by brokers. We will communicate accordingly once a response has been provided. 

Valued Partners

As a privileged partner to your business, we also understand that limiting any 
impact this health event could have on our service to our clients is imperative. 

For our motor body repairers, we will be offering;

• Upfront payment of 75% of the cost of procuring spares for all repairs once the 
 total repair cost is determined following assessment. 

• Interim payments for work in progress when requested. Our assessing teams   
 will conduct work in progress audits and settle the repairers for the work  
 already done. This will be monitored closely to ensure quality repairs and
 timeous completion once the lockdown has been lifted and businesses   
 continue to operate.

• Immediate settlement of repair jobs where repairs have been completed but   
 the vehicle has not yet been collected by the clients due to clients not having 
 their excesses / co-payment to contribute.

Valued Hollardites

To the heartbeat of our organisation, our valued Hollardites, we are one big team, 
made up of real and mindful individuals. As an organisation that falls under 
essential services, it was quite important for us to identify ways of operating 
without putting our valued staff at risk and as such:

• Some of our Hollardites have been placed on Covid19 leave and still receiving   
 full pay.
• We do have some Hollardites still working, from home and quite a few working 
 from our offices. We have made sure that our valued Hollardites working from  
 the office are always provided with Personal Protective Equipment to minimise 
 any Covid19 risk to them.
• All our valued Hollardites will receive their benefits in the event of the death of 
 an Insured Life and being positive to the COVID-19 virus at the date of death. 
• Waiting period will be waived on all claims caused by COVID -19 virus.

We are committed to Ensuring Better Futures for Batswana during this crisis and 
we remain hopeful that our unrelenting spirit of solidarity and Botho will help bring 
us all closer; and that by joining together, even though we are apart, we can all 
help create a better future for ourselves, our families and our communities.

Let’s all stay safe, mmogo re ka henya bolwetsi jo.

Hollard Insure: claims@hollard.co.bw +267 75624454
Hollard Life: customerservice@hollard.co.bw +267 77797553/+267 73652719Contacts

The Botswana Government’s re-
sponse to Covid-19 has been sat-
isfactory, including the proactive 
national lockdown and economic 
stimulus plan launch. The P5Bn 

package features government expenditure, 
loan guarantees, tax concessions, monetary 
policy and a food program. Last week, Bank 
of  Botswana (BoB) augmented the stimu-
lus by increasing banking sector liquidity. 
The stimulus package is designed to stabi-
lize business and safeguard employment. 
It is, however, meaningfully smaller than 
the expected scale of  the economic fallout 
Covid-19; and it does not fully address the 
needs of  the informal sector and SMEs. 
The government will need to remedy these 
gaps while simultaneously charting a recov-
ery path for the wide wider economy. This 
will require a departure from government’s 
laissez-faire approach to sector develop-
ment, to much more hands-on tactics to that 
ensure the country recovers with a wider 
economic and employment base.  

The Covid-19 economic impact will far 
exceed the 2008 Global Financial Crisis that 
shrank Botswana’s economy by 8%. Glob-
ally, the impact is already significant: United 
States unemployment jumped from 4% to 
15% in April. The current financial crisis 
will be more complex than preceding finan-
cial crises in two ways. First, we cannot sim-
ply stimulate demand because supply is also 
constrained by the public health crisis. Sec-
ond, it is hard to predict how the pandemic 
will evolve and influence both consumer 
behaviour and financial markets. There-
fore, it is critical for Botswana to continue 
its progress in controlling the pandemic 
outbreak locally. This includes the managed 
return to workplaces, in which some compa-
nies restarted activities on 8 May albeit with 
twenty-five percent of  their work force. 
What is clear is that the slowdown will have 
profound impact on the economy, both for-
mal and informal. 

The economy requires a larger 
stimulus…. 

At P5Bn, the stimulus is only 2,5% of  2019 
GDP, considerably smaller than the 13,1% 
GDP decline predicted by the Ministry 
of  Finance and Economic Development 
(MFED) on 24 April 2020. This leaves a gap 
of  14%. Relative to the previously forecast 
economic growth of  4%. In response to en-
suing mineral revenue reductions, MFED 
has trimmed the budget by P8Bn, reinforc-
ing the gap. 

The Ministry’s forecast contraction in 
Trade, Hotels, and Tourism sector alone of  
32,2% amounting to P12,4Bn, will dwarf  
the stimulus package. Tourism is particularly 
vulnerable to business closure and layoffs. 
It contributes about 5% of  Botswana’s to-
tal GDP and employs 25,000 workers. The 
World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) 
expects a reduction in global travel equiva-
lent to three months of  flights due to lock-
downs. This and local social distancing will 
suppress the entire value chain including 
transport, accommodation, restaurants, 
conferencing and travel agencies. MFED’s 
proposed austerity measures will further 
dampen spending on domestic tourism. An 
important concern related to Trade, Ho-
tels and Tourism is that women comprise 
two-thirds of  its workforce. Women will 
be particularly vulnerable as they tend to be 
in lower-paying jobs and are likely to play a 
lead role in taking care of  family members 
affected by Covid-19.  

Botswana should direct an amount 
closer to the overall scale of  economic risk, 
as several other middle-and-high income 
countries have done. G7 countries like 
United Kingdom (18% of  GDP), United 
States of  America (14%) and middle-in-
come countries like South Africa (10%) and 
Brazil (6,5%) have employed larger stimuli 
than developing countries that are typically 
fiscally constrained. These more developed 
countries have larger direct government 
spending portions of  the stimulus ranging 
from 3% to 9% of  GDP versus the 1,2% 
Botswana set aside for the COVID Relief  
Fund and purchases of  grain, water, medical 
and counselling services. Direct government 
spending is more helpful when it is larger, is 
injected early as the economy is opening up, 
and targeted at companies and people who 
can spend it to create economic momentum. 

To secure additional finance, govern-
ment can weigh the cost and conditions of  
multilaterals such as the World Bank and 
IMF versus domestic institutional investors. 
Local markets have significant liquidity but 
would require government to raise domestic 
borrowing limits. Multilateral loans might 
require conditions on economic reforms. 
Although funding will increase debt in the 
short term, this will help maintain fiscal 

buffers while preventing long-term damage 
that business failures and unemployment 
can cause.

… and more focus on SMEs 

The extent to which the stimulus covers 
SMEs and the informal sector is limited, al-
though both are important components of  
the national economy. There are currently 
over a quarter of  a million informal work-
ers and the last government SME survey in 
1999 estimated their contribution to GDP 
then at 35%.  The primary vehicle for reach-
ing businesses via the stimulus is banks, 
with a limited P40m earmarked for Citi-
zen Entrepreneurial Development Agency 
(CEDA). A Local Enterprise Agency (LEA) 
study in 2018 found that while 80% of  SME 
owners have banking services, only 8% had 
taken a bank loan in the prior 3 years. Half  
struggled with cash-flow management. The 
loan guarantee program administered via 
the commercial banking system 
will not fully cover SMEs as banks 
are not traditional channels and un-
likely to extend substantial financ-
ing. 

We can increase SME access 
to financing by using the channels 
that they favour. As per the LEA 
study, one third of  SMEs have 
raised funding through either gov-
ernment agencies or development 
finance agencies. To reach SMEs, 
we will need to quickly know who 
they are. To this end, the Ministry 
of  Trade announced plans to work 
on an SME registry to help im-
prove data. To encourage registra-
tion, the Ministry should explore 
various incentives. For example, it 
can coordinate with LEA to pro-
vide training on financial manage-
ment. It can also 
partner with telecoms operators to 
develop mobile money platforms 
to direct funding to SMEs. The 
advantage of  using mobile money 
platforms is that they have broader 
reach and lower operating costs 
than traditional channels. Mobile 
money can also help reduce the 
need to handle money, helping 
limit Covid-10 transmission during 
transactions. 

A targeted plan will acceler-
ate recovery

A major challenge facing govern-
ment will be arresting economic 
decline while simultaneously plan-
ning a rapid economic uplift. Giv-
en the potential scenario of  slow 
ramp-up in the global economy 
and the associated delayed contri-
bution to mining export earnings, 
it is critical to bolster the econo-
my with additional drivers. The 
country’s economic recovery plan 
should include both enablers for 
growth and investment in sectors 
that can expand GDP and employ-
ment. Potential focus areas include 
ICT (Information and Communi-
cations Technology), tourism, and 
agriculture.  This should be part 
of  work on a long-term econom-
ic growth strategy that addresses 
long-standing issues of  unemploy-
ment, poverty, inequality and eva-
sive diversification. 

ICT will be a key enabler for 
productivity growth across sectors. 
In the 2019 Economist Intelligence 
Unit’s Inclusive Internet Index, Bo-
tswana was ranked 67th out of  100 
countries on quality of  Internet 
speed, and 71st on network infra-
structure coverage.  As Batswana 
have relocated to their homes, they 
have experienced difficulty work-
ing and learning remotely in recent 
weeks due to slow, unreliable and 
expensive networks. This highlights 
the need to improve capacity and 
access on both fixed and mobile 
networks. The government should 
also motivate usage through device 
and connectivity programs to en-
sure that workers and students are 
online. Additionally, we should in-
vest in training including basic ICT 
literacy for all adults, and targeted 
courses in high growth areas like 
big data and artificial intelligence. 
The lockdown has highlighted that 
digital access is a burning platform 
if  Botswana is to advance. 

Tourism holds substantial un-
tapped potential and can provide 
near-term upside. According to 

the UN, worldwide employment in tourism 
grew 3 times faster than all other sectors in 

the decade following the 2008 Global Fi-
nancial Crisis.  A 2018 IMF report stated 

that Botswana could double tourism’s eco-
nomic contribution, in line with regional 
leaders like Kenya and Tanzania. Other Af-
rican countries led by Seychelles, Rwanda 
and Gabon have accelerated their tourism 
sectors by building new infrastructure and 
promoting foreign investment. Botswana 
can emulate them as per the Tourism Value 
Chain and Analysis Action Plan of  2015. In 
the short-run, the government can stimulate 
volumes by encouraging domestic tourism; 
and improving accessibility via lower airport 
taxes, more extensive visa-free access, and 
targeted marketing.

Although 7% of  the population is in-
volved in agriculture, most are informal, 
and the sector contributes only 2% of  GDP. 
While this largely subsistence agriculture is 
important for supporting livelihoods, there 
is immediate potential to scale up – for ex-
ample, in beef. Herds are down 30% from 
peak and Botswana contributes only 0,2% 
of  total African production. As per the 

CDE Project on Beef  Value Chains in 2014, 
we can increase beef  export value through 
easy-to-implement programs that raise pro-
ductivity of  citizen farmers, expand capacity 
through investment, diversify the product 
mix, and enhance marketing efforts abroad. 

As government considers capital mar-
kets to fund recovery, it will be vital that 
it has bankable business cases and strong 
project delivery. This presents an opening 
to employ the best project management 
professionals in the country to plan, mea-
sure performance, and implement. It is a 
great opportunity for the country to prove 
that it can deliver high impact projects dur-
ing a difficult time. Getting ahead of  the 
recovery will position the country well to 
maximize economic growth in the next two 
years. Conversely, if  Botswana does not in-
ject sufficient funding to support jobs and 
livelihoods and prop up business then the 
country will lose valuable momentum.  

Botswana’s response to Covid-19 
economic impact: the opportunity to do more

Bank of Botswana



As we come to the end of  the first 
month under lockdown in our efforts 
to fight the COVID-19 pandemic 
there is a need to reflect and explore 
how we are going to proceed as a na-
tion and people. Central to everything 
will be trust, openness, and science. 
With particular regard to our leaders 
at national and tribal level, they need 
to avoid mistaking the goodwill that 
our people have extended to them 
for trust. On the scientific front the 
professors who are leading the fight 
should not think that their credentials 
will see them through. Our media 
houses have to allow free flow of  in-
formation and verify each and every 
fact that they publish.

During the debate on the exten-
sion of  the state of  public emergency 
after the pronouncement that one 
nurse who had assisted members of  
parliament had tested positive for 
COVID-19 the speaker Rre Skel-
emani was clearly spooked, and was 
very keen to go into quarantine as 
determined by the Director of  Public 
Health. After some debate the Direc-
tor of  Public Health stated that the 
proceedings could proceed for so 
long as members of  parliament wore 
face masks and maintained the rec-
ommended social distancing.

Interestingly after a short recess 
the sitting of  parliament went ahead, 
and some including the Speaker were 
not wearing face masks. These occur-
rences are a matter of  public record 
in the form of  video footage that is 
now permanently recorded on social 
media platforms. The Director of  
Public Health also seemed to be un-
sure of  his stance, and one could ob-
serve a change in emphasis tied to the 
position, and body language of  the 
national leadership. These two events 
demonstrated a situation where po-
litical considerations took precedence 
over science, and when the time 
comes, as it will in the near future, to 
pivot to making current health advi-
sories a way of  life, our leaders will 

have diminished their trust credit.
During the debate some members 

of  parliament argued that they were 
in agreement with the emergency 
regulations being placed before them, 
and that their constituents supported 
the regulations. This quite clearly 
could not be true for there was no 
evidence that the constituents had 
seen the said regulations. Again these 
pronouncements are a matter of  
public record. These of  pronounce-
ments will in the near future come 
to haunt our members of  parliament 
when they have to promote the cur-
rent regulations as a continuing way 
of  life going forward.

In making pronouncements on 
the extensions to the lockdown our 
president also gave out disturbing sig-
nals with regard to what it is he wants 
to do going forward. Our people are 
mostly affected by the restrictions on 
movement under the current regula-
tions. In terms of  the regulations the 
restrictions on movement continue 
even after the end of  the lockdown. 
Our people on the other hand are 
primed for relaxation of  movement 
restrictions when the greater possibil-
ity, as I argue below, is that they will 
continue. If  things pan out as I argue 
below our president may be forced to 
make a political rather than a science 
based decision because the science 
will have failed, and unnecessarily so.

I am of  the view the current strat-
egy of  contact tracing and sample 
testing is inherently flawed. Noth-
ing demonstrates the flaw than re-
cent pronouncements that we now 
have local transmission. Effectively 
we now need two contact tracing re-
gimes, one for those with imported 
infections and one for those with 
local transmission. Assuming we 
had full and complete knowledge of  
those that have entered this country 
we can with some measure of  success 
carry out this stream of  contact trac-
ing. In any case this type of  strategy 
follows the spread of  the disease it 

does not pre-empt it.
In the case of  local transmission 

I have a tough time appreciating how 
contact tracing can be effective. This 
is because there is no how you can 
predict where the spread will sprout. 
In my view once we have identified 
some local transmission we have no 
choice but to undertake wider test-
ing and isolation. With just above 
6000 tests out of  a population of  
nearly 2.5million people we have not 
really started any serious attempt to 
understand the level of  infection in 
this country. I think we are likely to 
have a flare up soon because of  this 
approach, and our esteemed pro-
fessors may have a tough time pull-
ing us back for they would have lost 
the confidence of  our people and 
the leadership. Now is the time for 
them to change direction before it 
is too late. There is also a need to 
take a regional approach to the fight 
against the virus. Why is it so diffi-
cult to have lockdowns in the SADC 
countries synchronized? We can still 
have provincial/ district level control 
regimes whilst maintaining a holistic 
approach. What is the point of  South 
Africa testing widely and opening 
its economy whilst small dependent 
economies like that of  Botswana do 
not test enough and stay longer under 
lockdown?

On the national economic front 
we have all heard that our economy 
is taking a huge knock on the min-
ing and tourism front, but are we be-
ing told enough? I have asked some 
colleagues what the value of  our 
stockpiled diamonds is. Most have 

kept quiet and a few have said they 
think they are worth a lot. I maintain 
that something that has not potential 
buyer in the next 12 months is of  no 
value in the short term. My under-
standing is that we have a 12 month 
budget cycle. Our expectation is that 
we will have income of  about P60bil-
lion and expenditure slightly above 
that for the current financial year. 
Now imagine a three year infrastruc-
ture project that starts now when all 
you have is funds for the first twelve 
months. Where is the funding for the 
next twelve months going to come 
from when your diamonds, under 
stockpile, are effectively valueless for 
the next twelve months?

What I am trying to get at is that 
we may actually be broke as a nation 
and if  that is the case is it not better 
for the leadership to tell us so? Given 
that government is the biggest player 
in our economy things do not really 
look good. The setup of  our gov-
ernment is also in my view flawed. 
It seems we have a situation where 
in terms of  seniority we have the 
President, Vice President, Minister of  
Presidential Affairs, Minister of  De-
fence  in that order. A look at all these 
positions will show that rather than 
being generators of  wealth they are 
consumers of  wealth. The public ser-
vice, the army and the police do not 
generate any wealth for this country. 
I am not saying they are not impor-
tant just that they are a cost item not 
a revenue item. One would expect 
revenue generating ministries, such as 
agriculture, mining, finance, trade and 
industry to rank higher than consum-

ing ministries in a developing country 
such as ours.

I really worry for our pensioners. 
Given that the bulk of  their pension 
fund investments are external and 
there has generally being a decline in 
income from investments, one won-
ders what their pensions are now 
worth. Imagine a situation where a 
pensioner also supports grandchil-
dren as happens in some cases. How 
many pension schemes have been 
open with their customers and up-
dated them on any adverse effects on 
their pension income?

One of  the lessons that we must 
take home from this pandemic is 
that we cannot continue to use the 
same approach and tools that have 
placed us in this precarious position. 
We have for a long time instead of  
dealing with issues sidestepped them 
by addressing easy questions. For ex-
ample generally if  we are asked who 
knows how to get us to Bonwapitse, 
we respond to the question “who do 
you like?” or “which faction does he 
belong to?” If  we think we can waste 
12 months answering useless ques-
tions then we must brace for really 
difficult times ahead. It is really scary 
when parents want schools opened, 
in the face of  a pandemic, so that 
their children can be fed because they 
are unable to feed them ourselves. 
Why are these parents not fighting 
to be capacitated to feed their own 
children?

Something is also fundamentally 
wrong with an income or wealth gen-
eration ideology that expects profits 
to grow by 25% every year. Where is 
this growth supposed to come from? 
One can see this coming from reduced 
salaries for workers, raised prices and 
other attributes which generally hurt 
the poor. A look at the BBC shows a 
rather disturbing picture, Americans 
sleeping in cars whilst lining up for 
free food because they have nothing 
to eat, Indian workers going hun-
gry because they are paid daily and 
have no savings.  Former president 
Rre Mogae once remarked that our 
people live pay cheque to pay cheque. 
Nothing has changed.

Strange as it may seem Batswana 
need to turn their eyes from govern-
ment, and government needs to look 
the other way, and let Batswana get 
on with making deals amongst them-
selves. We are largely cash strapped 
but asset rich. We must look to 
whether we can make cashless or 
none money deals.
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Politicians invariably speak from 
both sides of  their mouths. 
There’s an article published about 
5 years ago in which ANC Presi-
dent Cyril Ramaphosa foreswears 
accepting IMF and World Bank 
loans. Why didn’t they get that 
money from the SARB?

The ANC is mortgaging the 
country under the guise of  fight-
ing a virus that is part of  the re-
spiratory viruses and is not conta-
gious according to many scientists. 
They have blown this Covid-19 
out of  proportion to achieve their 
nefarious global objectives.

South Africans need to put 
a stop to this fake campaign and 
demonstrate that these guys are 
mendacious. Brazilian President 
rejected the exaggerated fight 
against this Covid-19. He said it is 
just like a common flu.

Why does the ANC govern-
ment deploy more soldiers since 
fighting the spread of  a disease 
has nothing to do with soldiers? 
Any medical practitioner or scien-
tist worth his salt can confirm that 
soldiers don’t prevent the spread 
of  diseases. Only those who ad-
vise Ramaphosa think otherwise.

The unemployed Ramaphosa 
claims are going to get the mea-
gre R350 per month are going to 
have to be given some form of  
identity. This is where Bill Gates, 
WHO and the Chinese govern-
ment vaccinations come in fol-
lowed by ID2020 and end up with 
microchips. 

A few days ago I wrote in 
social media that one of  the ob-
jectives of  these proponents of  
the globalist agenda is to create a 
welfare state. The ink had hardly 
dried and the measures were an-
nounced yesterday by President 
Cyril Ramaphosa.

Welfarism creates dependency. 
Most of  the people who are going 
to be on welfare are able-bodied 
people who can fend for them-
selves. Their jobs have been delib-
erately destroyed by using a fake 
pandemic in order to destroy their 
means of  survival so that they 
should become dependent on the 
government. If  they are Indepen-
dent, the globalists’ plan of  turn-
ing them into slaves will hit a snag. 
The unemployment situation and 
its attendant poverty is going to be 
exacerbated by the much vaunted 
Artificial Intelligence which is part 
of  5G technology. 5G technology 
is very dangerous, it can be wea-
ponised and used for controlling 
people mentally and can also be 
used in crowd control. This tech-
nology is going to render many 
forms of  employment obsolete 
creating many unemployed work-
ers. In the small minds of  the 
psychopaths and idiots who are in 
charge of  the world, if  they have 
no use for people they turn them 
into slaves or kill them. That’s the 
logic of  these guys. The soldiers 
and police who are used to en-
force the draconian laws of  these 
people shouldn’t think they are 
safe from what is going to befall 
everybody. They better wake up 

and smell the coffee.
Why are global capitalists 

hellbent on turning the poor and 
unemployed into slaves who they 
think must carry the mark of  the 
beast (Christians understand what 
the mark of  the beast is that is 
why President Ramaphosa and the 
ANC government banned church-
es from congregating and holding 
of  rallies by political parties and 
people in general)? It’s because 
the capitalist system has failed 
worldwide and the poor and un-
employed are going to eventually 
revolt. Now the globalists want 
to create a one world totalitarian 
government where everyone is 
going to be a slave to prevent or 
contain this revolution. There will 
be no elections - even if  they are 
a fuss -  they better than nothing 
at all; there will be no freedom of  
anything; no accountability, trans-
parency and consultation  the ma-
jor pillars of  democracy. Indepen-
dent thinking and dissent will not 
be tolerated.The education sys-
tem will be the pits. Look at how 
China oppresses its people. That’s 
how we are going to live in a world 
envisaged by Ramaphosa and the 
ANC and their global cabal of  
partners like China, Europe and 
the US unless we take action now.

More than 60 years ago, PAC 
founding President Mangaliso 
Robert Sobukwe said white su-
premacy, colonialism, imperialism 
and capitalism must be destroyed. 
The global capitalist system has 
now hit a cul de sac. Instead of  
these globalists imposing a one 
world dictatorial government on 
everybody, they should instead ask 
us for solutions. The most tragic 
thing about this imposition of  a 
one world dictatorial government 
on Africans is that we have not 
achieved our goal of  Pan African-
ism and we are now being herded 
like cattle to this global govern-
ment by Ramaphosa and the 
ANC. The same people who want 
to impose their will on us thwart-
ed every move we took to estab-
lish African continental unity. But 
they could establish the European 
Union, United States of  America, 
China and the Soviet Union with-
out hindrance.

Why has capitalism failed? It’s 
unsustainable. You can’t have 1% 
of  the people owning 99% of  the 
world’s wealth and resources and 
99% of  the world’s people own-
ing 1% of  the world’s wealth and 
resources and expect things to be 
normal.

These people who are plan-
ning to turn us into slaves don’t 
want to acknowledge that the 
problem isn’t population growth 
(except for China and Europe), 
the problem is too much wealth 
and resources in fewer and fewer 
hands. 

So how can people who ru-
ined the world want to rule us? 
What kind of  world is it going 
to be which is run by people like 
these considering that we will have 
no voice under such an oppressive 
world government?
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Has capitalism failed?

Trust, science and openness will be central to the new normal

Two years ago, China made undertak-
ings to finance Africa by up to $65 
billion.

Many of  the projects were part of  
the much-vaunted Belt and the Road 
Initiative.

To this date the money has still 
not been released.

Projects have still not been under-
taken.

And costs are growing.
Now with covid-19, it looks like 

China, by all intents and purposes will 
go back on its word.

To be fair China like the rest of  
the world has been affected by coro-
navirus.

The country has registered the 
worst economic contraction in de-
cades. For Africa it is now every man 
for himself.

Wake up Africa, you are on your 
own.

To prop the stagnant and even 
sluggish economy, government might 
have to postpone efforts to reduce 
budget deficit and instead spend 
more, especially on infrastructure.

Botswana’s infrastructure needs 
to be revamped. There is need for 
new infrastructure as well as for 
maintenance of  existing one.

That bill would no doubt run into 
billions.

Managing the economy post cov-
id-19 is going to require pragmatism.

Botswana got to where it is today 
on account of  discreet frugality.

But covid-19 might just have 
restored Botswana to pre-indepen-
dence poverty levels.

If  those in power get things 
wrong, the economy might easily spi-
ral out of  control.

Any such mishap would there-
after mean that recovery would be 

painful and much longer to achieve 
after the pandemic.

Botswana’s foreign reserves have 
always provided a buffer against any 
shocks – regional or international, 
including against price increases and 
or sudden changes in exchange rates.

We entered covid-19 with those 
reserves badly depleted.

Before and after covid-19 any ex-
cessive use of  reserves could prove 
catastrophic. In short, it can only be 
destabilizing.

First because replenishing them is 
never easy, especially in today’s eco-
nomic climate.

But also because there are numer-
ous competing needs some of  which 
will with time prove more critical that 
a self-inflicted and indulgent mini-
mum wage.

Botswana’s economy remains vul-
nerable; firstly, because it is not diver-

sified.
A near absolute reliance on dia-

monds is this economy’s its Achilles 
Heel.

And secondly because the mar-
ket for those diamonds is again intri-
cately reliant on the global economy 
recovering after covid19.

The outlook is generally not posi-
tive, especially against the backdrop 
of  finger pointing dispute between 
the United States and China over 
who is to blame for covid-19.

There are indications that the dis-
pute might take a turn for the worse.

As we know there is a tight limit 
of  how far Botswana Government 
can go in using public spending to 
boost the economy.

Resources are very limited.
They would be even more lifted 

on the other side of  covid-19.
This would force Botswana Gov-

ernment to devise new ways to fi-
nance the deficit that is now hovering 
around P20 billion.

SACU (Southern African Cus-
toms Union) revenue and also the 
country’s tax base will be badly lower 
in this financial year.

Even in good times, none of  
them come anywhere close to being 
substitutes to diamonds anyway.

But still life must go on.
Botswana will need help to restart 

its economy.
It cannot look to China, not to 

Europe and certainly not to the Unit-
ed States.

Like the rest of  Africa, Botswana 
is yet to calculate the costs of  corona-
virus. Yet the picture already emerg-
ing is that of  near insurmountable 
problems.

Africa will bear the biggest costs 
from the pandemic induced damages.

China’s worsening economy 
leaves Africa in a lurch



I am of  the belief  as a layman that the 
state of  lockdown has not achieved 
much if  any, of  the intended objec-
tives of  fighting against the pandemic 
to reasonably suggest that we should 
be let out of  our residences. If  any-
thing, we are still at the foundational 
stage of  achieving the said intended 
objectives.

My point of  departure in advocat-
ing for the extension of  the lockdown 
period is this: that can one confidently 
say the amount of  human traffic we 
see post the lockdown date has so far 
substantially reduced to facilitate the 
extreme social distancing interven-
tion as was expected to suggest that 
the stay-at-home initiative has been 
heeded and complied with barring the 
essential staff  category? As someone 
who cannot authoritatively distin-
guish between the essential and non-
essential members of  the society at 
face value, it appears the movement is 
still highly substantial and worrisome. 
The numbers of  people who thronged 
government offices for example to 
seek permits for this and that has not 
substantially reduced the movements 
of  people who should, presumably as 
per the lockdown regulations, be con-
fined to their residences. While it is ap-
preciated that an undertaking as huge 
and challenging as the lockdown is, 
there were bound to be hiccups here 
and there to enforce it. Or presumably 
again, it could be that false sense of  
thinking that we are not susceptible 
to contracting the virus? I don’t know.  
I cannot for a minute be oblivious to 
the fact that people, individually and 
collectively, are not bearing the brunt 

of  extreme inconvenience in one form 
or the other. Our socio-economic pre-
occupations are severely and negative-
ly impacted upon. Equally so, it was 
not going to be a comfortable period 
during lockdown. Given that the ex-
treme inconveniences we endure far 
outweigh the dire consequences of  
the Coronavirus we are trying to deal 
with, I argue very strongly that we are 
nowhere near satisfying the require-
ments of  extreme social distancing 
and consequently, this should become 
a solid ground of  extending the state 
of  lockdown.

While the extreme social distanc-
ing intervention is largely blamed on 
the general members of  the public, 
the political leadership both at execu-
tive and legislative levels have also not 
covered themselves in glory with re-
spect to be seen to be at the forefront 
of  promoting and implementing the 
extreme social distancing intervention. 
At being advised that they had been 
exposed to a nurse who had tested 
positive to the Coronavirus, this group 
went ahead unashamedly and with 
daring contempt I should add, with 
their ill-advised extraordinary meet-
ing. As if  this was not enough, the 
Covid-19 Task Force Team made up 
of  scientists who advice government 
on the Coronavirus sat, with the great-
est of  respect, stone-cold without en-
suring that the protocols governing 
Coronavirus, and which protocols 
they are day in and day out bombard-
ing the society with, are complied with 
without fear or favour. It was a serious 
dereliction of  duty on their part given 
the legal power and authority they 

possess so we are told. Members of  
the community cannot be reasonably 
and legitimately be accused of  not ob-
serving the extreme social distancing 
intervention while the architects of  
the very same openly violate it at any 
given opportunity.

The second point is that the Dr 
Kereng Masupu led Covid-19 Task 
Team has just started on the vigor-
ous journey of  contact tracing cou-
pled with community testing for the 
Coronavirus at various localities. This 
I suppose, is to establish the severity 
and magnitude or lack thereof  of  the 
pandemic in the country so as to get 
a fair understanding of  the spread of  
the virus. At the time of  writing this 
piece, 22 people had tested positive 
to Coronavirus with one fatality. By 
the admission of  Dr Masupu himself, 
these figures are an indication that the 
virus is well and truly with us and that 
they are increasing. It is important to 
mention that the high volumes of  hu-
man traffic as alluded to above will 
undoubtedly, not make it easy to do 
proper contact tracing and testing let 
alone without confirmed statuses of  
those who would have been so tested. 
It will therefore be suicidal if  not trea-
sonous to lift the state of  lockdown at 
this stage.

Thirdly, it appears from various 
reports that there are serious chal-
lenges with respect to frontline health 
workers particularly the health staff. 
At issue are conditions of  service par-
ticularly that there is a serious short-
age of  personal protective equipment 
mandatory for these frontline health 
workers to wear in the execution of  
their dealing with Coronavirus per-
sons. It goes without saying that no 
one in their right mind would want to 
take the grave risk of  contracting the 
virus owing to lack of  proper gear. I 
would certainly not take the risk. It 
appears government is moving very 
slowly to address the matter hence the 
nurses’ court case. With this in mind, 
it suggests the health workers’ griev-
ances could significantly hamper in 
one respect or the other, the smooth 

running of  the overall Coronavirus 
project.

Fourthly, Botswana should be ben-
efitting from the arguments raised by 
other scientists and experts elsewhere 
with respect to the dangers of  early 
lockdown lifting. They argue that early 
lifting could lead to ‘a second wave 
of  infections’ which could be more 
devastating than the previous infec-
tions. The ‘second wave of  infections’ 
appears to be the greatest fear over 
and above other important factors. 
The World Health Organisation has 
consistently warned countries about 
the dangers of  lifting lockdowns too 
quickly citing the very issue of  ‘a sec-
ond wave of  infections.’ The example 
of  the famous Spanish flu pandemic 
in Denver, Colorado in the United 
States in 1918 is cited. After lifting the 
lockdown imposed after the outbreak 
of  the Spanish flu, a devastating resur-
gence of  infections followed with the 
argument that people who died fol-
lowing the resurgence of  the Spanish 
flu may have far exceeded the number 
that died during the First World War.

Three questions are posed by sci-
entists and experts to ascertain wheth-
er early lockdown lifting is desirable 
or appropriate. Firstly they say, is 
whether the spread of  the virus would 
have been reasonably suppressed or 
contained such that it doesn’t produce 
a second surge. Secondly, whether 
infections have been identified to 
prevent new infections emerging and 
thirdly, what would happen if  a sec-
ond wave occurred once the lockdown 
is lifted earlier than would be appro-
priate. These are pertinent questions 
Botswana should seriously deal with 
before lifting the lockdown.

The dangers and threats of  early 
lockdown lifting in Botswana have 
been pointed out and are known to 
government. These are that, Botswa-
na’s health infrastructure, like it is in 
the rest of  the continent, is so poor 
that it will not only be under severe 
pressure to deal with any spike in 
Coronavirus patients should the situ-
ation come to that point but that it 

will simply not cope. The fact of  the 
matter is that even before the advent 
of  the Coronavirus, the state of  the 
health infrastructure particularly pub-
lic health facilities serving the poor of  
the poorest, was under tremendous 
pressure in terms of  doctor/patient 
ratio; poor or malfunctioning equip-
ment; dilapidated wards; lack of  medi-
cine, drugs and so on. And this is why 
our political leadership doesn’t seek 
medical help from public hospitals.

It is recognised that the country 
cannot afford to be under lockdown 
indefinitely for obvious, various rea-
sons. Key among these reasons is 
that the wheels of  economic activi-
ties have to start turning such that the 
burden of  government having to cater 
for individuals who otherwise do not 
require her assistance under no lock-
down, would start hustling for their 
own upkeep. But that said, conditions 
and circumstances on the ground sug-
gest the current lockdown has not 
achieved as much as has been expected 
on the heavy human traffic movement 
we witness around; that the screening 
and testing has just begun and most 
importantly perhaps, that the severity 
and magnitude of  the spread of  the 
virus is not yet known.

Given the above conversation with 
respect to recognising the inconve-
niences and hardships we endure at ev-
ery minute of  the lockdown, I believe 
the prevailing, compelling conditions 
and circumstances dictate that it is bet-
ter to err on the side of  caution. Gov-
ernment is expected to up the ante in 
all manner possible to ensure that the 
extension of  the lockdown achieves to 
the extent humanly possible, the very 
objectives of  the lockdown. Society is 
also called upon to up the very ante 
on its part because we, together with 
government, have an obligation to 
fight and defeat the Coronavirus for 
our own sake. It’s either we swim or 
sink. The choice is ours. I am prepared 
to be persuaded otherwise as always. 
Judge for Yourself!

adamphetlhe08@gmail.com
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Friday morning we got a call 
from BBC. They wanted to talk 
to me about reported plans by 
Botswana Government to re-
open up the economy. Were 
these plans well thought out?

The journalist on the other 
side had told me that he had pre-
viously visited Botswana; social 
distancing, he said, should never 
be a problem for such a huge 
country with so few people, he 
said amid a heartily laughter.

Has there been sufficient 
testing before plans to reopen? Is 
Botswana sufficiently convinced 
that they have dodged the bullet? 
How has the economy been cop-
ing during the lockdown? With 
diamond sales and tourism liter-
ally dead, how does the future 
look like for the country? And a 
flurry of  other questions.

By all accounts it looks like 
Botswana has dodged the bullet. 
Very few confirmed cases and 
just one death. And more pleas-
ing recoveries are on the rise. 
Increasingly Botswana looks like 
a country forcefully escaping the 
vortex pull that coronavirus is 
exerting on other countries.

And looking at such a matrix 
easing of  restrictions is the most 
sensible thing to do under the 
circumstances.

There are however other 
people who remain skeptical and 
totally unconvinced.

They believe that we might 
be sleepwalking into a deathtrap.

They look across the border 
to the south and they see well set 
laid out plans by the South Afri-
can government unravelling into 
disarray.

For Botswana there are se-
rious issues that need to be ad-
dressed.

Thy are to do with account-
ability and governance.

In Botswana corruption is 
never too far away.

President Masisi has often 
talked in tongues about it.

The jury is however still out 
on where he stands on it.

We shall know his position 
on it the day it gets traced to his 
inner circle.

From the onset accountabil-
ity bar had been set exceedingly 
low for the covid19 task force 
appointed by president Mokg-
weetsi Masisi.

The public knows very little 
on these people who have been 
given far-reaching and intrusive 
powers into our lives as citizens. 
The public is not by any stretch 
able to exert any influence on the 
task force.

And enjoying the extended 
cover of  State of  Emergency, 
this committee or should we say 
its coordinator has unaccount-
able powers comparable only to 
ancient biblical priests.

And as was to be expected 
from anybody armed with such 
powers, communication by the 
presidential covid19 task force 
has at best been shambolic.

There have been vague in-
sinuations that the president was 
planning to exploit the powers 
given him by State of  Emergen-
cy beyond what they were meant 
for, which is to fight covid-19.

Of  course, history is awash 
with examples where those in 

powers seized an opportunity 
extended them by a state of  
emergency for a power grab that 
remained in play long after the 
conditions for emergency had 
long ceased.

There is no evidence of  that 
in Botswana today.

A more valid concern should 
be around a decision to give 
those powers to the task force 
without similar obligations on 
the team to even share their 
meeting minutes with the public 
for example.

To announce their arrival, 
the task force said they wanted 
six months State of  Emergency.

This was ludicrous to say the 
least.

Up to now the task force has 
not seen it fit to say what models 
they were or are still using that 
informed this extraordinarily 
long demand on the public.

All they say when they ap-
pear on national television is to 
say covid-19 does not have a 
cure, as if  that is something new 
or by itself  a warrant to justify 
their existence.

The lockdown has been go-
ing on for over six weeks now.

Batswana are happy to go for 
as long as it takes. They have ac-
cepted extraordinary curtailment 
of  their freedoms as a necessary 
trade off  to contain the pan-
demic.

Sadly, those in positions of  
authority are taking Batswana 
for granted.

While Batswana have ful-
filled their side of  the bargain, 
they have not been met half  way 
by those in power.

A nation poorly disposed 
to protest even during normal 
times can be terribly hampered 
to even make a slightest com-
plaint when draconian measures 
against civil liberties are put in 
place under State of  Emergency.

On account of  the lock-
down, many Batswana are to-
day dying of  hunger inside their 
homes.

These are the people who 
run the country’s informal sec-
tor.

Yet inside parliament this 
week, many cabinet ministers 
saw nothing wrong making light 
of  this grave situation.

People are getting more and 
more cranky.

Part of  the problem is that 
leaders in power often think of  
absolute power in everything 
they do – from fighting a disease 
to running a government to be-
ing honest and transparent with 
their people.

Accountability seldom cross-
es anybody’s mind.

As the country starts a pro-
cess to reopen this week, there is 
not much effort on the ground 
to signal caution.

Possible reinfection is never 
far away.

A new wave of  a rebound 
causing resort to a lockdown has 
happened in numerous coun-
tries.

We should pray we never 
reach those levels because the 
currently muted protestations 
will become a fully blown blame 
game with severe political rami-
fications.

Lockdown 
confusion is breeding a 

lockdown fatigue

Too early to lift the state of lockdown
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1. The Governments of the Republic of Botswana and Zambia   
through the Kazungula Bridge Project Office (KBPO) hereby invites 
Individual Consultants to indicate their interest in the following 
assignments: Consultancy Services for the Design and Develop-
ment of Training Materials/Modules in Trade Facilitation & Bor-
der Management and Delivery of the Training of Trainers (ToT) 
Programme.

2.  The Services to be provided under the assignment include:

To Develop a Course Content of Training:
• Trade Facilitation and Border Management Subject. The training 

module shall combine
• comprehensive content/details on the theoretical & practical as-

pects of Trade Facilitation and Border Management and the refer-
ence methodology to be adopted by facilitators to impart training.

• Training subjects shall include but not limited to Training on the 
4 Pillars of Trade Facilitation; OSBP Concept; Coordinated Border 
Management (CBM); Doing Business Reports of Botswana and 
Zambia; Trade Facilitation Guidelines of WTO, UNCTAD, UNECE, 
WCO; INCOTERMS and Trade Documents; HS Code; International 
Conventions on Transport of Goods; and Documentary Credit.

 
To Develop a training program and training material
• Conduct meetings with BURS, ZRA, Departments of Immigration, 

technical/project consultant & other representatives for the pur-
pose of tailoring the training program.

• Based on the outline in stage 1, develop the training course/mod-
ules and content.

• Develop the training manual, including trainer manual (with ex-
planatory notes) and the participants training material.

• Design teaching methodology and tools and guidelines for the 
training of trainers.

To conduct a Training of master trainer
• Conduct a training course for Training of Master Trainers (TOT).
• Capacity building of the TOT to conduct further training courses for 

the target groups using the developed training material & pre-
scribed methodology.

Supervision & Coaching master trainers at one pilot training course, 
involving training of up to 20 people.
 
• Attend/Supervise the training courses conducted by Master Train-

ers.
• Exercise interventions & provide feedback to the Master Trainers 

when they are conducting the training sessions
• Revise/Improve the training materials based on the feedback / 

observed performance of the TOT training sessions.

3. Essential Specialized Skills/ Competence

The Consultant shall have the following qualifications, skills and expe-
rience

A. Qualification & Experience
i)  Have at least a master’s degree or equivalent in the field of   
 Trade Facilitation and Border Management or related field.
ii)  Have at least 10 years of experience, in training, academics   
 including the development of training materials or curricula   
 and research in the Trade Facilitation and Border Management  
 field.
iii)  Have expertise in multi-disciplinary teaching, and blended   
 teaching & learning practices, which makes the teaching   
 learning process effective and interesting.
iv)  Have learnt, improved, developed and evolved effective   
 training acumen, approaches and methodologies.

B. Skills
v)  Outcome based training/education, and he/she shall have a   
 proven track record in this area.

vi)  Trained different age-groups, across disciplines.
vii)  Be accepted as an expert in the field of training, area of   
 effective teaching, innovative teaching, technology enabled   
 teaching, instructional design, blended learning and more
viii)  Possess effective training skills, behavioral & interpersonal   
 skills, communication & soft-skills, along with IT skills,    
 with domain expertise in the areas of Economics,    
 Strategy, Management, Leadership, Organization Behavior and  
 Training & Development
ix)  Conducted sessions and workshops for teachers, trainers,   
 principals, and also conducted Management Development   
 Programs, and carried out training & consultancy projects.
x)  Technical capacity with respect to curriculum design,    
 development, delivery and evaluation.
xi)  Use appropriate taxonomy in design of training program   
 objectives, outcomes, curriculum and content.
xii)  Use effective pedagogy/methodology in instruction design   
 and delivery of the program; and, a comprehensive evaluation   
 scheme to gauge the effectiveness of the entire program.
 
4.  The KBPO invites Individual Consultants to indicate their   
 Interest in providing the above described services. Interested   
 Consultants shall provide information on their     
 qualifications and experience demonstrating the ability   
 to undertake this assignment (documents, reference to similar   
 services, experience in similar assignments, etc.)

5.  Please, note that Interest expressed by a Consultant does not   
 imply any obligation on the part of KBPO to include him/her in  
 the shortlist.

6.  The estimated duration of the services is 70 working days and   
 estimated starting date is 1st September 2020.

7.  The Consultant will be based in Kazungula, Botswana for the   
 duration of the consulting period.

8.  Interested Individual Consultant(s) may obtain further    
 information at the address below during working hours:   
 0830-1700hours.

9.  The expression of interest must be received at the address   
 below no later than 15th June 2020 at 1700 hours (local time)   
 and specifically mentioning “Consultancy Services    
 for the Design and Development of Training     
 Materials/Modules in Trade Facilitation & Border    
 Management and Delivery of the Training of Trainers (ToT)   
 Programe”.
 
For the Attention of:
 The Project Managers
	 Kazungula	Bridge	Project	Office,
 DRTS PLOT, Along A33 Road,
 Private Bag 00416
 Kasane, Botswana. 
 Tel: +2676250541 and +2676253029; Fax: +2676250324 
E-mail:  puseone@gov.bw
 songeya2007@yahoo.com

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE SHORT LIST
10.  A shortlist of three to six individual consultants will be    
 established at the end of the request of expressions of interest.  
 The consultants on the short list will be judged in the following  
 criteria on the basis of their updated resume/CV.

 a. Academic qualifications 40%; 
 b. Adequacy for the assignment 50%; and 
 c. Experience in region 10%.
  Total weight 100%
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1. The Governments of the Republic of Botswana and Zambia through the Kazungula Bridge 
Project Office (KBPO) hereby invites Individual Consultants to indicate their Interest in the 
following assignments: Consultancy Services for the Design and Development of Training 
Materials/Modules in Trade Facilitation & Border Management and Delivery of the 
Training of Trainers (ToT) Programme.

2. The Services to be provided under the assignment include:

• To Develop a Course Content of Training: 
 Trade Facilitation and Border Management Subject. The training module shall combine 

comprehensive content/details on the theoretical & practical aspects of Trade Facilitation 
and Border Management and the reference methodology to be adopted by facilitators to 
impart training. 

 Training subjects shall include but not limited to Training on the 4 Pillars of Trade 
Facilitation; OSBP Concept; Coordinated Border Management (CBM); Doing Business Reports 
of Botswana and Zambia; Trade Facilitation Guidelines of WTO, UNCTAD, UNECE, WCO; 
INCOTERMS and Trade Documents; HS Code; International Conventions on Transport of 
Goods; and Documentary Credit.

• To Develop a training program and training material

 Conduct meetings with BURS, ZRA, Departments of Immigration, technical/project 
consultant & other representatives for the purpose of tailoring the training program.

 Based on the outline in stage 1, develop the training course/modules and content. 

 Develop the training manual, including trainer manual (with explanatory notes) and the 
participants training material.

 Design teaching methodology and tools and guidelines for the training of trainers. 

• To conduct a Training of master trainer

 Conduct a training course for Training of Master Trainers (TOT). 

 Capacity building of the TOT to conduct further training courses for the target groups using 
the developed training material & prescribed methodology.

• Supervision & Coaching master trainers at one pilot training course, involving 
training of up to 20 people. 
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following assignments: Consultancy Services for the Design and Development of Training 
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2. The Services to be provided under the assignment include:

• To Develop a Course Content of Training: 
 Trade Facilitation and Border Management Subject. The training module shall combine 

comprehensive content/details on the theoretical & practical aspects of Trade Facilitation 
and Border Management and the reference methodology to be adopted by facilitators to 
impart training. 

 Training subjects shall include but not limited to Training on the 4 Pillars of Trade 
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Goods; and Documentary Credit.

• To Develop a training program and training material

 Conduct meetings with BURS, ZRA, Departments of Immigration, technical/project 
consultant & other representatives for the purpose of tailoring the training program.

 Based on the outline in stage 1, develop the training course/modules and content. 

 Develop the training manual, including trainer manual (with explanatory notes) and the 
participants training material.

 Design teaching methodology and tools and guidelines for the training of trainers. 

• To conduct a Training of master trainer

 Conduct a training course for Training of Master Trainers (TOT). 

 Capacity building of the TOT to conduct further training courses for the target groups using 
the developed training material & prescribed methodology.

• Supervision & Coaching master trainers at one pilot training course, involving 
training of up to 20 people. 
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Stanbic Bank Interest Rates 
May 2020

Public Disclosure on Deposits

Type of Deposit Account
Nominal Interest Rates 
% (Lowest - Highest)

Actual Interest Rates %
(Lowest - Highest)

Minimum Opening Balance

Current NIL NIL P50

Call 0.05% - 0.50% 0.05% - 0.50% P10,000

Premium Call 0.75% - 1.50% 0.75% - 1.51% P100,000

Savings (Pure Save) 0.25% - 0.75% 0.25% - 0.75% P50

Koketso Savings 2.25% 2.27% P100

Matshelo Savings 0.50% - 1.50% 0.50% - 1.51% P500

Maitlamo Savings 
(12 - 36 months)

2.05% - 2.50% 2.05% - 2.50% P100

91 day fixed deposit *ª 1.50% 1.51% P1,000

6 month fixed deposit ª 1.80% - 1.85% 1.81% - 1.86% P1,000

12 month fixed deposit ª 1.90% - 2.05% 1.90% - 2.05% P1,000

24 month fixed deposit ª 2.25% - 2.50% 2.25% - 2.50% P1,000

Over 24 month fixed deposit ª 2.50% - 3.00% 2.50% - 3.00% P1,000

Prime Rate 5.75%

Treasury bills and government bonds are available on request, subject to terms and conditions. 
For more information, contact 3618178 / 8023. 

* Reference rate
ª Rate applies to Flexi - Access Account 

SUNDAY STANDARD REPORTER 

The Botswana government is 
pushing its fiscal limits with series of  
concessions that are aimed at stabilizing 
the economy from adverse effects 
caused by some measures put in place 
to curb the spread of  coronavirus.

The latest concession came 
through the Finance ministry, which 
has made provisions for taxpayers to 
defer part of  their tax payments, in a 
development that will further supress 
the country’s recently revised revenue 
forecasts, with the economic costs of  
the measures taken against the virus 
piling up.

The Finance and Economic 
Development minister Dr. Thapelo 
Matsheka has amended the Income Tax 
Act to allow for deferment of  paying 
taxes for individuals and companies. 
The amendment forms part of  
the Emergency Powers Covid-19 
Regulations, which were amended and 
passed by parliament on Wednesday. 

According to the latest change, 
taxpayers who are expected to make 
tax payments for the two quarters 
between March and September 
2020, will now be allowed to make 
quarterly payment of  25 percent of  
the tax liability, while the remaining 
75 percent of  the instalment will be 
deferred to be paid next year, between 
March and December 2021, without 
incurring any penalty interest charges.

The deferments are part of  
the government’s efforts to offer 
relief  to those adversely affected by 
the Covid-19 pandemic. Though 
the country has only 23 confirmed 
positive cases, business activities have 
been severely affected by President 
Mokgweetsi Masisi’s April decision to 
place the country under a nationwide 

lockdown to impede the spread of  the 
pathogen. The decision was carried 
out through the declaration of  state 
of  emergency (SOE).  

The tax deferments will apply to 
afflicted taxpayers that have an annual 
turnover of  less than P250 million and 
a valid tax clearance certificate. The 
tax postponement is not automatic 

as the taxpayer has to make a formal 
application to the Botswana Unified 
Revenue Services’ commissioner 
general for request to defer part of  
their tax liability. Taxpayers who have 
an annual turnover greater than P250 
million may apply for deferments 
through the Finance minister, who 
will assess if  the taxpayer’ business 
has been affected by Covid-19 impact 
to warrant a deferment.

Though the tax deferments 
will offer reprieve to the affected 
individuals and businesses, it will 
create further pressure on the 

country’s dwindling projected 
revenue. Already, the finance minister 
has reduced Botswana’s forecasted 
revenue for the 2020/21 financial year 
from P62.4 billion to P48.8 billion. 

Though the revision was largely 
caused by minerals royalties and taxes 
set estimated to decline from the 
projected P20 billion to P12 billion, 

while the value added tax (VAT) 
which was anticipated to increase to 
P8.6 billion has been revised to P7.6 
billion. Though the non-mineral 
income tax, which is made up of  
individual and corporate taxes, was 
expected to increase by 7.6 percent 
to P14.2 billion, this is unlikely 
to be. Besides the tax deferment, 
companies are expected to register 
lower earnings, resulting in decreased 
tax liabilities. 

On the other hand, some workers 
have been placed on half  pay while 
others had to rely on the government 

wage subsidy programme, which paid 
between P1,000 and P2,500. There 
are also fears that many will lose jobs 
after the SOE that bans companies 
from retrenching elapses. 

Furthermore, Botswana’s second 
top revenue earner, the customs and 
exercise taxes, which are paid into 
the Southern African Custom Union 
(SACU) revenue pool, are expected 
to plunge from the forecasted P15.4 
billion. The regional body, made 
up of  five member states, Lesotho, 
Namibia, Swaziland and South Africa, 
are required to pay all the collections 
of  customs duties, excise duty and 
additional duties into a Common 
Revenue Pool (CRP), which is the 
shared among members. 

Botswana gets the largest share 
of  the revenue after economic giant 
South Africa, but with the pandemic 
hindering efficiency in clearing 
imports, economists have warned that 
the SACU revenue for this year will 
be greatly reduced, dealing another 
heavy blow to Botswana.

According to Finance ministry 
data, the projected budget deficits 
are expected to grow in size, down 
to the shrinking revenue against 
growing government expenditure. 
The budget shortfall for the 2020/21 
is now estimated to be P10.8 billion, 
ballooning from the P7.9 billion over 
expenditure registered in 2019/20 
financial year, which was a slight 
reduction from 2018/2019’s massive 
P8.8 billion budget shortage. 

The government has been running 
budget deficits since 2017/2018, with 
that year’s deficit recorded at P1.9 
billion. Another shortfall of  P4.4 
billion is expected in 2021/22 but will 
likely be revised too in the coming 
months.

Finance Ministry pushes the fiscal boundaries

PORTIA NKANI

Thirsty elbow benders 
across the country who 
had hoped to congregate at 
some of  the leading local 
liquor stores as the country 

prepares to ease restrictions on the 
national Covid 19 pandemic have 
had their hopes shuttered following 
a recommendation this week to 

continue with the ongoing alcohol 
sale ban. 

The ban on alcohol sales formed 
an important component of  the 
national lockdown and was meant to 
help control the coronavirus outbreak 
by limiting social gatherings.

But as part of  an effort to restart 
the local economy, the government 
said this week that the sale of  alcohol 
shall continue being prohibited. This 

is despite the fact that information 
passed to this publication indicate that 
a meeting between the Trade Ministry 
and Alcohol Industry association had 
ended in a mutual agreement that 
the sale of  alcohol will form part of  
the economy reopening this coming 
week. 

Sunday Standard has been tipped 
that, “Business Botswana presented 
a convincing position backed by 

the Botswana Alcohol Industry 
Association and British American 
Tobacco Botswana and Minister 
Peggy Serame did not have a problem 
with the recommendations, she 
was in support. The wish-list was 
submitted to the Covid-19 task team 
for finalisation, unfortunately it did 
not see the light of  day.”

It has also emerged that the 
private sector mouthpiece - Business 

Botswana together with the Ministry 
of  Investment Trade and Industry 
met last week and agreed on starting 
about 95 percent of  all businesses 
licensed by the Ministry.

Amongst those included, was 
the re-opening of  alcohol outlets for 
take-aways, no sit downs at bars, as 
well as restaurant sit downs. 

It however later emerged that the 
gentlemen agreement between Trade 

ministry and the business sector did 
not get a thump up from the from the 
Presidential Covid 19 Task Team led 
by Dr Kereng Masupu. 

By Wednesday as Parliament sat 
to amend the Emergency Powers 
Regulations it was clear that some 
businesses, except those selling 
liquor, will be allowed to start trade 
if  they satisfy requirements made 
by the Director of  Health Services. 

Meanwhile on the same day Trade 
Minister Peggy Serame temporarily 
excited elbow benders when her 
Twitter included liquor stores in the 
list of  businesses that were to start 
operating on May 08. She later deleted 
and apologised for deleting the tweet 
saying that “I just realised that they 
contained some businesses that were 
still under discussion. I will share the 
final list as soon as it is finalised.”

Masupu: Botswana cannot drink her way into Covid-19
•  Elbow benders remain “air locked” as Govt makes U-turn on liquor sale 

•  Alcohol industry fate now lies with Director of Health Services 

Liquor
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Moses Pelaelo

12 Business

Dear Valued Customers

Following the Bank Rate cut by 50 Basis 
Points, Stanbic Bank Botswana has adjusted 
the Prime Lending Rate from 6.25% to 5.75% 
on all Loan Accounts accordingly. Deposit 
accounts will be adjusted where applicable.

All adjustments have been effected from 4th 
May 2020.

Thank you.

Reduction of Bank Rate

BONNIE MODIAKGOTLA

In a not so surprising move, 
local businesses were less 
optimistic of  domestic activity 
in the first quarter of  the year 
and expect the economic 

downturn to continue in the coming 
months, suggests fresh data from 
the Botswana Expectation Survey 
(BES).

The quarterly report released 
on Monday by Bank of  Botswana 
surveys 100 businesses across the 
eight sectors of  the economy, getting 
their views on economic conditions. 
Though the survey was done in 
the early days of  the year before 
the coronavirus countermeasures 
were put in place, the respondents 
were already less optimistic of  the 

economic performance in the first 
quarter of  the year. 

According to the survey, the 
businesses anticipate quarterly 
economic growth at 1.4 percent, 
lower than 2019’s first quarter growth 
of  1.6 percent. Firms expect overall 
output of  the domestic economy to 
grow by 3 percent in 2020, the same 
as growth rate reported by Statistics 
Botswana for 2019. 

The companies attributed the 
sluggish growth to anticipated 
decline in exports and imports of  
goods and services, production, 
sales, stock inventories, profitability, 
and investment in buildings, 
vehicles and equipment, and other 
investments. These are some of  the 
factors that slowed the economy last 
year, resulting in output lower than 

2018’s 4.5 percent growth. 
The slowed growth is expected 

to continue into the second quarter 
of  the year, and business conditions 
are projected to improve from 
the second half  of  the year, the 
respondents said. The findings from 
the survey also point to an increase 
in unemployment in the two quarters 
of  the year. 

“The expected deterioration 
in business confidence during the 
first half  of  2020, is consistent with 
the perceptions of  weaker overall 
economic growth in the first quarter 
of  2020, and the overall contraction 
expected in the second quarter,” read 
part of  the survey.

The perceived generally weaker 
economic performance in the 
current survey compared to the 

previous one could be associated 
with the disruption of  business 
operations following the outbreak of  
the Covid-19 pandemic, the authors 
of  the report added. 

Though the survey forecasts 
anaemic growth for the year, the 
estimation pales in comparison 
to estimations from the Finance 
ministry’s projections, partly because 
a lot has happened since the survey 
was done. The businesses did not 
factor in measures taken by the 
government to enforce a nationwide 
lockdown which began in early 
April. The lockdown has hampered 
business activities as most businesses 
remain shuttered and consumer 
movements are restricted. 

The lockdown is expected to 
be lifted at the end of  May, which 

means the two months of  the 
second quarter have been severely 
battered by the restrained economic 
activities. Even when the lockdown 
is eventually lifted, it will take some 
time before business activity booms. 

Dr Thapelo Matsheka, the 
Finance minister, has now disclosed 
that the economy will sharply 
contract by 13.1 percent, down 
from the projected growth of  4.4 
percent. This will be the worst 
annual contraction since 2008, when 
the economy shrunk by 7.65 percent, 
according to data compiled by Bank 
of  Botswana.

The impact of  Covid-19 on 
business activities, both locally and 
globally, have also forced the minister 
to revise the budget proposals 
presented to parliament in February. 

Matsheka says the initial projected 
revenue for the 2020/21 financial 
year is forecasted to fall by 22 percent 
from P62.4 billion to P48.8 billion 
as a result of  weakened diamond 
market and lower tax revenues. 

The planned government 
expenditure was also cut from  P67.6 
billion expenditure to P59.6 billion, 
a nearly 12 percent adjustment. The 
minister explained that government 
spending had to be changed because 
the original expenditure against the 
revised revenue projections would 
have caused an P18.8 billion budget 
deficit, almost four times the initially 
projected budget deficit of  P5.2 
billion he mentioned in February. 

The budget shortfall for the 
2020/21 is now estimated to be 
P10.8 billion, making it the country’s 

largest budget deficit in history, 
surpassing the record P9.5 billion 
shortfall recorded in 2009/2010 as 
the country revenues recoiled due to 
waning demand from global markets 
that were hardest hit by the 2008 
financial crisis, leading to a depressed 
diamonds market.  

The looming large deficit is on 
the heels of  another P7.9 billion 
over expenditure from 2019/20 
financial year, which was a slight 
reduction from 2018/2019’s massive 
P8.8 billion budget shortage. The 
government has been running 
budget deficits since 2017/2018, 
with that year’s deficit recorded at 
P1.9 billion. Another shortfall of  
P4.4 billion is expected in 2021/22 
but will likely be revised too in the 
coming months.

SUNDAY STANDARD REPORTER 

While Botswana has its hands 
already full dealing with the 
Covid-19 impact on the economy, 
which is set for its largest 
contraction, the European Union 
Commission on Thursday dealt 
the diamond producing country a 
heavy blow that will affect the flow 

of  foreign direct investment (FDI).
The EU added Botswana to 

the “high-risk third countries” in 
terms of  money laundering and 
terror funding activities. Botswana 
was last year March flagged by 
the EU Commission as lacking 
strategic deficiencies in anti-money 
laundering and counter-terrorist 
financing regulations.

Local businesses less optimistic about the economy

Money laundering: The EU says Botswana poses a risk
The latest EU list now include 

22 countries: Bahamas, Mauritius, 
Barbados, Botswana, Cambodia, 
Ghana, Jamaica, Mongolia, 
Myanmar, Nicaragua and 
Zimbabwe to its list of  countries 
that “pose significant threats to 
the financial system of  the Union” 
because of  failings in tackling 
money laundering and terrorism 
financing.

The “High-risk” status does 
not make it illegal to invest in 
the countries, but it will require 
European banks to probe clients 
with ties to these markets more 
intensively — potentially making it 
too costly to continue business.

Expectations were high that 
Botswana will be removed from 
the list of  the countries this year 
after the country passed a series of   
legislation pieces geared at closing 
the gaps that led to the country 
being flagged for lacking proper 
anti-money laundering controls. 
Earlier this year in January, those 
expectations were heightened when 
France finally removed Botswana 
from its non-cooperative states and 
territories (NCST) in tax matters. 
The country was placed in the list 
in 2012. 

The decision by France to 
exclude Botswana from countries 
likened to tax havens  was seen as 
a sign that the country’s efforts to 
strengthen its financial controls 
were bearing fruit - clearing the way 
for Botswana which in recent years 
found itself  under the scrutiny of  
other financial regulators.

In November 2019, Botswana 
was once again kept in the list of  
countries grey-listed for having 
strategic Anti Money Laundering 
and Counter-Terrorism Financing 

despite some efforts the country 
undertook to avert being black-
listed by international regulators.  
The diamond nation was stunned 
by the Financial Action Task 
Force (FAFT) in 2018  when it 
was listed alongside countries that 
do not comply with AML/CFT 
regulations. 

After Botswana was grey 
listed, the government made 
high-level commitment to work 
with the FAFT and Eastern and 
Southern Africa Anti-Money 
Laundering Group (ESAAMLG) 
to strengthen the effectiveness of  
its anti-money laundering controls. 
The country’s law-making body, 
parliament, rushed through several  
Bills concerned with AML/
CFT regulations in the hope that 
Botswana will be removed from 
FAFT and EU lists. 

The passed regulations partly 
helped when in 2019 when the 
FAFT said the country has reduced 
some strategic deficiencies that 
were noted in 2018, signalling that 
the country is getting close to being 
removed entirely from the list.  

The government has previously 
expressed concerns on how the 
grey-listing was making it hard to 
attract foreign direct investment 
(FDI). Now with the EU 
maintaining Botswana as a high-
risk country, this will slowdown the 
efforts by President Mokgweetsi 
Masisi, who upon ascending to 
the presidency in April 2018, took 
around the globe seeking FDI. 
The challenge is  that the country 
will find it hard to attract investors 
who are willing to undergo the 
cumbersome stringent conditions, 
that increase the cost of  doing 
business.

16,7075 ha fully fenced,                                       
only  6 ha  de-bushed                  

location Khudumelapye - Madikonyana

Price  P200 k neg.

Contact 73315198

Farm
For Sale
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At the meeting held on April 30, 2020, the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Bank of Botswana decided to reduce the Bank Rate by 50 basis points from 4.75 percent to 4.25 
percent and the primary reserve requirement (PRR) from 5 percent to 2.5 percent. Inflation was unchanged for the fourth consecutive month at 2.2 percent in March 2020, remaining 
below the lower bound of the Bank’s desired medium-term objective range of 3 – 6 percent. Inflation is forecast to revert to within the objective range in the fourth quarter of 2020. This 
represents a significant downward revision compared to forecasts contained in the February 2020 Monetary Policy Statement.

The COVID-19 pandemic and consequent containment measures have severely curtailed economic activity globally and domestically as production, supply chains, project implementation and provision of 
goods and services are halted. Similarly, consumption and spending are disrupted, hence domestic demand pressures and foreign prices remain subdued. Consequently, overall risks to the inflation outlook 
are skewed to the downside, taking into account weak domestic and global economic activity and likely decrease in international commodity prices. However, inflation may rise above current forecasts if 
international commodity prices increase beyond current projections and in the event of upward price pressures occasioned by supply constraints due to travel restrictions and lockdowns.

Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP) grew by 3 percent in 2019, compared to a faster growth of 4.5 percent in 2018. The lower increase in output was mainly attributable to a contraction in mining output as 
well as a deceleration in non-mining GDP growth. Mining output contracted by 3.9 percent in 2019, compared to a faster increase of 7.9 percent in 2018, mainly due to weaker performance of the diamond, 
soda ash, copper and coal sub-sectors. Non-mining GDP grew by 3.8 percent in 2019, compared to 4.1 percent in 2018. The slower expansion in non-mining GDP was mainly due to a deceleration in output 
growth of the manufacturing, construction, transport and communications, and social and personal services sectors.

Projections by both the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development (MFED) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) suggest a sharp deterioration in economic growth for Botswana in 2020.  In 
the April 2020 World Economic Outlook, the IMF forecast GDP to fall by 5.4 percent this year, before rebounding to 6.8 percent in 2021, while the MFED estimates that the economy will contract by 13.1 
percent, and rebound to a 3.9 percent growth in 2021. This wide range of forecasts attest to the challenges of making forward projections where there is uncertainty about the duration of constrained economic 
activity, the resultant damage to productive capacity, as well as the speed of resumption of production and pace of recovery in demand.  

Broadly, the contraction in GDP reflects the substantial curtailment of economic activity due to the necessary global and domestic measures implemented to contain the spread of COVID-19 and safeguard 
human life.  The resultant decrease in global demand and disruption in supply chains, as well as curtailed economic activity locally, has affected several sources of economic growth for Botswana. Notably, 
these include exports such as minerals and tourism as well as non-food retail economic activity and, also, disruption of the harvest season during a relatively good year when farmers were, in general, expecting 
a bumper harvest of various crops, especially cereals.  Furthermore, unlike in the 2008/9 Global Financial Crisis, the exogenous shock to the economy occurs amid weakening of the country’s fiscal and 
external buffers, characterised by government fiscal deficits for three consecutive financial years and gradual decline in foreign exchange reserves from 18.3 months of import cover in 2015 (P84.9 billion) 
to the current level of P68.9 billion as at end of January 2020 (or 13.3 months of import cover).

The global backdrop is that the world economy is forecast to contract by 3 percent in 2020. This is worse than the contraction experienced during the 2008/09 global financial crisis, and the fallout from the 
COVID-19 crisis is projected to surpass that of the Great Depression of the 1930s. Nevertheless, economic activity is expected to rebound in 2021, with global growth estimated at 5.8 percent, anchored by 
unprecedented policy and resource support by individual countries and multilateral institutions. However, the recovery projections are fraught with uncertainty with respect to several critical factors, namely, 
the intensity and effectiveness of containment efforts; the extent of supply disruptions; fiscal and market financing constraints; shifts in spending patterns; trends in commodity prices; and, ultimately, business 
and consumer confidence.  A similar pattern of developments pertains with regard to the rest of the Sub-Saharan Africa region.

The MPC, however, recognised that the short-term adverse developments in the domestic economy occur against a potentially supportive environment including accommodative monetary conditions; 
improvements in the provision of utilities; reforms to further improve the business environment; concerted efforts by government to mitigate the impact of COVID-19; and a prospective economic stimulus 
package. These would generally be positive for economic activity in the medium term. Even then, it is projected that the economy will operate below full capacity in both the short and medium term, and, 
therefore not creating any inflationary pressures, going forward.

Therefore, the current state of the economy and the outlook for both domestic and external economic activity provide scope for easing monetary policy to support domestic economic activity.  Accordingly, the 
MPC decided to reduce the Bank Rate by 50 basis points to 4.25 percent. Commercial banks are required to make the necessary interest rate adjustments with immediate effect to reflect this policy decision.

The MPC has also decided to reduce the primary reserve requirement from 5 percent to 2.5 percent, effective May 13, 2020. This is expected to inject liquidity of approximately P1.6 billion into the banking 
system, which should allow commercial banks to be unconstrained in performing the necessary financial intermediation to support economic activity.  

Furthermore, as decided by His Excellency the President, on advice by the Honourable Minister of Finance and Economic Development following consultation with the Bank, the Bank will implement a new 
annual downward rate of crawl of 2.87 percent with effect from May 1, 2020, representing a change from the current 1.51 percent. This is complementary to the reduction in the Bank Rate and contributes 
to further easing of real monetary conditions in the economy. 

Other measures already implemented by the Bank, which form part of the monetary policy and regulatory response to the COVID-19 economic fallout are:

(a) the cost of accessing overnight funding by licensed banks from the Bank of Botswana Credit Facility is provided at the prevailing Bank Rate without the punitive 6 percentage points above the 
Bank Rate that prevailed before;

(b) repo facilities that were available only on overnight basis are now offered against eligible securities with maturity of up to 92 days;

(c) the collateral pool for borrowing by licensed commercial banks from the Bank of Botswana has been extended to include all corporate bonds listed and traded on the Botswana Stock Exchange. 
This is, however, subject to completing regulations and arrangements relating to valuation (haircuts), custody and settlement in central bank money;

(d) the minimum capital adequacy ratio for banks was reduced from 15 percent to 12.5 percent; this should provide capital relief amounting to approximately P326 million for the entire banking 
industry; and that 

(e) the Bank will also generally exercise regulatory forbearance in relation to assessment of non-performing loans and determination of expected credit losses, for regulatory and compliance purposes. 

You will also be aware of the commendable initiatives by commercial banks to offer a package of discretionary cashflow relief to support business and retail customers that are negatively affected by the 
COVID-19 pandemic. These include loan repayment holidays for an initial period of three months, restructuring of credit and other repayment terms for various loan and credit facilities and, also, free 
or discounted prices for digital banking channels. At this juncture, I wish to underscore the message that the deferral of loan repayments is only intended to provide relief to bank customers temporarily 
experiencing cash flow constraints during these difficult times; it should not be regarded as debt forgiveness. Consistent with the contractual obligations of the borrower, both the principal amount and interest 
would remain outstanding and interest will continue to accrue or accumulate increasing the outstanding amount. The Bank has initiated the collection of related data that should be available to inform the 
potentially evolving policy posture and the regulatory responses as may be necessary.

In summary, the policy decisions and liquidity support measures I have just announced or alluded to today should, individually and combined, be supportive of the economy in terms of:

(a)  easing borrowing costs in the economy and provide a sound springboard for future recovery; 

(b)  sustaining, albeit for a short period, the cash flow position and balance sheets of both businesses and households in these difficult times; 

(c)  facilitating unconstrained banking system support for economic activity;

(d)  enhance international competitiveness of the domestic industries; and 

(e)  foster greater impact and traction of any economic stimulus initiatives. 

Notwithstanding, the implementation of the foregoing measures, improving total factor productivity, structural reforms, export competitiveness of domestically produced goods and services as well as 
governance arrangements remain paramount in promoting sustainable and inclusive economic growth.

The Bank remains committed to its objective of monetary and financial stability and will respond timely to deviations of inflation from the objective range in support of durable economic development.

The Monetary Policy Report containing a full update of the Bank’s outlook for the domestic economy and inflation will be published on the Bank’s website on May 7, 2020. 
The remaining MPC meetings for 2020 are scheduled as follows: 
June 18, 2020
August 20, 2020
October 8, 2020
December 3, 2020

PRESS RELEASE

Monetary Policy Committee Meets
Bank Rate cut to 4.25 percent

BANK OF BOTSWANA

April 30, 2020

KABELO SEITSHIRO

The country’s leading security 
outfit, G4s says while the 
private security services 
industry is allowed to 
continue operation under the 

State of  Emergency regulations, the 
wide-ranging impact of  the economic 
ramifications of  this pandemic on its 
customers, employees and suppliers 
means that the Group’s business will 
be significantly impacted.

G4s Managing Director - 
Mokgethi Magapa said that some 
determinations were made from the 
assessment carried out to determine 
areas of  greatest impact from the 
COVID-19 pandemic. He spoke 
about reduced demand for asset-in-
transit and cleaning services during 
period of  limited economic activity 
allowed under the lockdown period 
of  the State of  Emergency, as many 
customers would not be operating as 
per normal.

He stated that ongoing reduced 
demand for services from customers 
operating in industries most heavily 
impacted by the restrictions on travel 
and even “strict social distancing”, 
such as travel, leisure, hoteling and 
conferencing;

“Reduced ability to afford 
services, especially from individual 
and SMMEs customers resulting in 
termination of  services and increased 
uncollectable debt,” he stated.

He added that meeting significant 
costs of  the Group’s business 

establishment, including manpower 
costs and vital costs to priorities the 
health and safety of  its workforce. 
Magapa stated that the group has 
identified a number of  measures 
available to it to limit the negative 
impact of  these matters on its 
business. 

Magapa further stated that 
business growth opportunities 
arising from the increased need 
for the Group’s hygiene services 
and manned security arising from 
the public health situation, as well 
as other new business gains made 
prior to declaration of  the State of  
Emergency. 

He is of  the view that the 
stabilization of  the business over the 
last three years has delivered a very 
solid and stable run-rate business, 
which has created a great launch pad 
for their 5-year strategy launched last 
year.

“We remain alive to the 
implementation of  the Private 
Securities Act (April 2020) which will 
level the playing field and even give 
us further impetus given the level of  
regulatory compliance that we are 
accustomed to,” he stated.

Meanwhile, G4s Group’s Audited 
Financial Statements for the year 
ended 31 December 2019 revenue 
relatively remained stable at 0.15 
percent growth at P206.4 million 
while administrative expenses 
decreased by 21 percent to P39.8 
m from P50.1 m the previous year. 
Electronic Security Solutions (ESS) 

SUNDAY STANDARD REPORTER 

As companies continue to weigh in 
the impact coronavirus is having on 
their business operations, Afinitas 
is feeling the brunt of  it all, scaling 
back on its operations as some 
subsidiaries face uncertain future.

On Wednesday, the Botswana 
Stock Exchange listed venture 
capitalist group relayed grim news 
to its shareholders that it will  close 
down one of  its companies, in a 
move that will put pressure on the 
group that was narrowing its losses, 
clearing the way for the company 
that was looking forward to its first 
profit since inception.

The pan-African investment 
holding group, focused on 
developing a portfolio of  African 
focused businesses, listed on the 
BSE in 2015 under the domestic 
venture capital counter, and used the 
proceeds from investors to acquire 
a 50 percent shareholding in Africa 
Events Limited, which entirely owns 
the rights to Africa Financial Services 
Investment Conference (AFSIC). 

In 2016, Afinitas followed 
with establishment of  two new 
companies, Ethiopia Investments 
Limited, which later became EQOS 
Services, and the venture capitalist 
added Adventis Limited as part of  
its growing subsidiaries. Afinitas’ 
expansion has been gobbling most 
of  the group’s money, but the 
company had started to narrow its 
losses. 

However, the group’s board 
of  directors has announced that 
Covid-19, the disease caused by 
coronavirus, will have adverse effects 
on its operations, indicating that the 
company could return to flaring 
losses. 

Africa Events Limited, the 
company’s top subsidiary, had 
to postpone its specialist events 
business, AFSIC, that hosts investor-
oriented events focused on increasing 
investment in Africa. Afinitas says it 
will announce the new date for the 
event in due course.

Afinitas’s board says the 
postponement of  AFSIC will 
have a significant negative impact 
on the financial results of  Africa 
Events Limited and the impact may 

continue to be felt by the company 
in the 2021 financial performance if  
the COVID-19 pandemic continues 
into next year.

The board has taken a decision 
to shut down EQOS Services, 
the group’s business processing 
outsourcing subsidiary in Ethiopia, 
following an in-depth review of  
the company and its prospects for a 
recovery post COVID19.

“In the year to date, EQOS 
Services has been adversely affected 
by COVID-19 as a number of  key 
contracts have been cancelled or 
suspended by clients. In addition, 
our team has been unable to access 
client offices in Ethiopia to complete 
scheduled work,” the board said in a 
statement updating shareholders. 

Afinitas says closing down EQOS 
will have some benefit as the financial 
impact of  the decision will reduce 
future operating costs for the group 
and conserve cash resources. The 
other subsidiary, Adventis Limited, 
which is the asset management arm 
of  the group, continues to actively 
market its funds to potential clients 
and has put in place an appropriate 
structure to attract investment 
inflow, the board said. 

“It is too early to determine 
when confidence in emerging market 
investment, and particularly that in 
African capital markets, will return 
and thus evaluation of  the impact on 
the performance of  Adventis is hard 
to predict at this juncture,” the board 
warned in the statement.

Afinitas also announced that it 
is too early to determine the impact 
of  COVID-19 on the operations 
of  ICECAP Limited, its newly 
established subsidiary that provides 
corporate and alternative asset 
administration services. ICECAP 
is domiciled in Jersey, and recently 
established an office in Mauritius. 

“Despite the challenges presented 
by the pandemic, the Group remains 
stable with sufficient cash reserves 
to support it for the foreseeable 
future. The Group’s cost structure is 
being scrutinised to identify possible 
efficiencies that can be realised to 
ensure that the Group is better able 
to navigate the uncertainty presented 
by COVID-19,” said the group’s 
board. 

Afinitas battling against 
the impact of Covid 19

G4S Botswana: The 
future is not “secure” 

post Covid-19
revenue increased by 8.35 percent to 
P61.1m from P56.6 m while Manned 
Security Services (MSS) revenue 
increased by 10 percent to P74.1 
m from P67.6m. Profit before Tax 
(PBT) decreased by 28 percent to 
P27.8 million from P38.8 million in 
2018.

“Our Cash 360 (Deposita) 
business which continues to do well 
will be revamped and integrated into 
mainstream banking systems to offer 
our customers value for their money,” 
Mogapa stated.

G4S fleet
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VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT
Background

The fifth Botswana HIV/AIDS Impact Survey (BAIS V) is a cross-sectional, household-based nationally-representative survey which will assess the 
prevalence of key Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)-related health indicators such as HIV incidence, prevalence, viral load suppression, and risk 
behaviors in a sample and will describe uptake of key HIV prevention, care, and treatment services. This is a survey conducted every five years to establish 
the progress towards achieving epidemic control of HIV/AIDS. The Botswana University of Maryland School of Medicine Health Initiative (BUMMHI), will 
be working with the Government of Botswana to implement BAIS V.
The Botswana University of Maryland School of Medicine Health Initiative (BUMMHI), will be working with the Government of Botswana to implement 
BAIS V.

BUMMHI is advertising for the following position to support its work in the Country and invites qualified candidates to apply: 

Position Title:  Laboratory Technical Lead
Reports to:  Project Director
Duty:   Gaborone 

Job Summary: 

The Laboratory Lead will be responsible for overseeing all Lab activities at the central Lab, Satellite lab and in the Field including but not limited to Sample 
collection, testing, transportation, and storage of high-quality biologic specimen to measure specific HIV seroprevalence, HIV and other biomarkers for 
project. He/ She will be based in Lusaka but having frequent travels to the Central lab, satellite labs and to the field for supervision and will requires 100% 
commitment in the laboratory

Essential Job Functions are as follows
 
•	 Work with Implementing partners, survey stakeholders to develop work plans and the protocol for BUMMHI
•	 Develop a laboratory strategic plan that aligns with other activities planned for the BUMMHI and participate in project and leadership meetings 
•	 Monitor and provide technical support to procurement and logistics for all laboratory supplies needed for testing of BUMMHI samples and 

communicate stock needs to UMB HQ
•	 Provides oversight and technical assistance in strengthening laboratory systems and review requirements for accreditation
•	 Develop and ensure the implementation of precise laboratory policies, SOPs and manuals to implement a large-scale national population-based 

household survey with biomarkers
•	 Oversee the conduct of laboratory assessments (Field, satellite and central labs) to select appropriate laboratories for the study and optimize for 

the conduct of the survey
•	 Train and give technical support to all Field, satellite and Central lab (NRL) staff on BUMMHI lab procedures, techniques and other activities
•	 Provide a work-plan and supervision to BUMMHI laboratory field, satellite lab and central lab staff
•	 Oversee, develop and implement a Sample Storage Plan for proper storage of BUMMHI samples for both short and long-term sample integrity for 

the MoH Botswana 
•	 Working with survey stakeholders, develop policy and guidelines for national specimen repository and use
•	 Develop training materials, referral system, data management systems evaluation
•	 Overall responsibility for the collection, processing, testing, transportation, and storage of high-quality biologic specimen from households to 

satellite and central to the NRL
•	 Review and contribute to the development of project protocols for IRB submissions/modifications
•	 Oversee laboratory personnel training and capacity building in analyzing all laboratory test results correctly and promptly
•	 Lead the development of work-plans for Incidence (Recency) testing, HIV DR testing and ARV metabolite testing for BUMMHI
•	 Work with technical leads to develop a laboratory chain of custody to ensure participant samples are tested and participant results are returned in 

time to the appropriate facilities by the Linkage to care coordinator for the respective participants
•	 Liaise closely with the data team to ensure accurate and well tracked testing and analysis of biological samples

Qualification and Experience 

•	 A Master’s degree in any relevant scientific field strongly preferred
•	 Extensive knowledge in QMS and Data management
•	 Experience in working on the laboratory bench for at least 5 years
•	 More than 10 years’ experience working in HIV programs
•	 Participation in proficiency testing is an advantage
•	 Experience with population survey will be an added advantage
•	 Experience performing Quality Assurance measures in all phases of biomedical testing
•	 Ability to write clear and concise SOPs, reports for internal and external audiences
•	 Excellent verbal and written communication skills. Fluency in English required
•	 Ability to work for long hours
•	 Ability to pay attention to details
•	 Ability to work with your hands and will need dexterity to work with small vials, test tubes, and delicate lab equipment
•	 Ability to work as part of a team as well and cooperate with team members in the field
•	 Ability to troubleshoot equipment and routine equipment maintenance.
•	 A systematic approach to tasks 

Instructions for Submitting Applications:
i. All applications should be submitted electronically to: umbjobsbotswana@gmail.com indicating the position applied for on the subject line.
ii. Applications should include 2 references that are familiar with applicant’s work experience preferably in the last 3 years. References should include 

contact information including daytime phone and email address.
iii. All applications should include a cover letter that details one’s suitability for the job highlighting key functional areas, expected qualifications, and 

experiences.
iv. Candidates should attach a 3-page CV/Resume that highlights one’s key achievements in areas relevant to the job
v. Job related stated qualifications and experience are the basic minimum requirements that each applicant must meet to be considered for 

interviewing.
vi. All applications should include daytime phone contact information.
vii. Deadline for application is Friday, May 15th, 2020, 5.00pm Botswana Time. Applications will be considered on rolling basis until the position is filled.
viii. BUMMHI is an equal opportunity employer and encourages all qualified persons to apply regardless of gender, ethnicity or any other status 

variable.
ix. Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

While global food commodity prices 
dropped for a second month in a row as 
oil prices plummeted, in March 2020 we 
also started seeing early signs of  what 
could become a continental food crisis.

Stay at home orders across Africa 
implemented over the past weeks have 
meant that millions are losing out on 
their income, threatening them with 
varying levels of  food insecurity as 
staples become unaffordable. The 
African Union estimates that 20 million 
people will lose their livelihoods because 
of  the pandemic. And the World Food 
Programme has already recorded food 
insecurity spikes across various African 
regions.

DOUBLE JEOPARDY
But the lockdowns have also 

disrupted transport and labour supply, 
affecting food production. And while 
the world is not about to run out of  
food, our ability to deliver this food to 
the right places, at the right time and at 
the right price, is about to be tested.

Over and beyond the growing 
household-level food insecurity in 
our nations, the challenge of  national 
food security remains acute for several 
Southern African countries. The 
2018/19 regional drought combined 
with localised flood rains and the 
resulting widespread crop failure, 
resulted in a relatively poor harvest 
across all of  Zimbabwe, southern 
Zambia, northern Namibia, and 
southern Botswana. 

The overall cereal production for 
Botswana, for instance, was estimated at 
8,000 tonnes in 2019 – 82% below the 
previous five-year average. And while 
only 17% of  Botswana’s grain demand 
is produced locally, the nation is highly 
dependent on imports from its Eastern 
neighbour Zimbabwe, where the loss 
has been even greater. In the wake of  
zero rainfall and the devastating cyclone 
Ida, some regions of  the country were 
unable to grow any crops in the past 
season. 

The World Food Programme is 
estimating that 45 million people across 
the region now face varying levels of  
hunger because of  the drought, calling 
for unprecedented levels of  food aid to 
the affected areas.
STARVING THY NEIGHBOUR - 

LESSONS FROM 2008
Faced with the bleak outlook of  

food shortages, net-food importing 
countries (NFIDCs) and landlocked 
nations (of  which there are 16 in sub-
Saharan Africa), tend to stockpile. On 
31 March President Mokgweetsi Masisi  
announced that Botswana - both a 
NFICS and a landlocked country - would 
be building up a stock of  essential items, 
including water and grains. While some 
may consider this decision to stockpile 
prudent, it did spark criticism from 
other African leaders such as Ugandan 
President Yoweri Museveni, arguing 
against any type of  stockpiling and in 
favour of  regional trade in food.

And indeed, what we are seeing 
today in terms of  stockpiling of  

essential grains and disruptions to 
global supply chains mirrors the early 
stages of  the 2007 food crisis, triggered 
by the global financial crisis. Ironically, 
small scale farmers from Africa and 
Asia were the ones who suffered the 
most during this crisis. As prices for 
cash crops plummeted and global food 
prices rose sharply, farmers simply 
could not afford food any longer as 
they relied on income from their cash 
crops to purchase staples. Likewise, in 
2014, when Ebola spread across West 
Africa, prices for essential crops such as 
rice and cassava rose by up to 150% in 
the most affected countries as borders 
were closed and countries tried to rely 
on their local production. 

In other cases, farmers opted to use 
their grains as food rather than keeping 
them for the next ploughing season. 
And they used the last of  their income 
to feed the family, leaving no money to 
purchase essential agricultural inputs 
such as seeds and fertilizers. It’s easy to 
see how food crises at the smallholder 
level can become a vicious cycle with 
long-lasting repercussions for harvest 
levels.

The solution is not a ramping 
up of  local production, though 
support to competitive industries and 
industry players, such as medium-sized 
horticulture producers in Botswana, 
and well-designed import subsidy 
programmes for small-scale farmers for 
the purpose of  livelihood security can 
go a long way. 

ACTION REQUIRES 
SOLIDARITY

Instead, to avoid the emergence of  
a food crisis in Africa, the continent’s 
leaders must abstain from zero-sum 
nationalism and be ready to take action 
in three essential areas:

 1) Continental and regional 
coordination to ensure enough reserves 
and stable access at national levels.

Regional trade must continue to 
flow, and countries must refrain from 
all types of  export bans and quotas. 
Transparency with regards to food 
reserve levels and production should be 
upheld. The African Continental Free 
Trade Area was conceived to advance 
trade integration on the continent, and 
while its launch was postponed to 2021 
in the wake of  COVID-19, more than 
ever, we need strong commitments 
from African leaders to maintain open 
and tariff-free trade corridors.

 2) Invest in measures to ensure 
the survival of  hard-hit cash crop 
industries and invest in competitive 
sectors. 

Invest in warehouse infrastructure 
and warehouse receipt systems for 
storage aimed at reducing post-harvest 
losses, especially for the horticulture 
sector and consider e-voucher solutions 
for agricultural inputs, especially for 
capital intensive industries that require 
labour intensive action even during idle 
periods. 

 3)    Address household food 
security by pursuing creative solutions. 

Consider universal income and direct 
cash transfer solutions alongside digital 
food stamps to reduce bureaucracy 
and inefficiency when addressing 
household-level food insecurity. 

Authored by Marie Wilke. The author is 
Associate Director at Africa Practice. A trade 
lawyer by background, Marie served as a trade 
advisor at the SADC Secretariat before joining 
Africa Practice.

Dear Peggy: Atleast turn that P10 million budgeted for informal sector into a grant

Acting now to ensure the region’s food 
security in the wake of COVID-19

The Covid 19 national lockdown 
has been in place for close to 
two months now. Workers in 
both the formal and informal 
businesses sectors are among 

those affected by the national lockdown 
or social extreme distancing as referred 
to at the government enclave. From the 
start, many Batswana expressed fears on 
how they would survive the crisis. While 
they understand the need to stay at home 
and support the lockdown, they also 

realize the implication of  these measures 
on their ability to earn a living to support 
their needs – both immediate and future. 
In response, the Botswana government, 
just like her peers across the world 
announced measures, which included 
amongst other things adopting fiscal 
and monetary policies, to mitigate the 
pandemic’s impact on formal businesses. 
One thing that has since become clear 
is that relief  efforts as announced by 
the Botswana government are easy to 
implement, since some of  them only 
involve changing payment policies. For 
instance, the government negotiated 
with commercial banks to offer payment 
holiday for those who have existing loans. 
There is also one certainty: the measures 
as announced by both the government 
and the financial sector primarily benefit 
the so-called middle class. This is class of  
persons who generally have formal jobs, 

that pay taxes, and some have some sort 
of  credit facilities with local banks. But 
the measures as announced by Finance 
Minister Thapelo Matsheka some few 
weeks ago, surely bypass our people 
who are in the informal sector. This is 
naturally so because many of  the people 
who are in this sector often fall out of  
the purview of  government policies 
and programmes. These are people who 
would voluntarily choose “street hustle” 
as opposed to being enlisted under 
government social programmes like 
Ipelegeng. This however does not mean 
we should not know their whereabouts 
as it appears to be the case now. It’s 
unfortunate that we do not have data 
base of  the players in the informal sector 
though it can readily be available. I say 
we don’t have it because the minister 
responsible for Trade and Investment 
Peggy Serame recently said that the 

Local Enterprises Authority has been 
engaged in a project that would result 
in collection of  information that would 
guide government on who is doing what 
and where in this vital sector. 

In the absence of  the informal sector 
database, and as the nation prepares for 
the ultimate reopening of  the economy, 
the people in this sector are faced with 
one difficult decision to make - to die 
from hunger or from Covid-19. This 
is the all-too-real dilemma faced by 
many informal economy workers in our 
country. It is becoming clear and clearer 
each passing day that the restrictions 
on the movement of  people and the 
sudden stoppage or severe downscaling 
of  economic activities to contain the 
propagation of  COVID-19 have had a 
strong impact on the livelihood of  our 
people in the informal sector. 

That is why I strongly believe that 

our government’s COVID-19 outbreak 
response measures must have been the 
kind that balance managing the infection 
without threatening this vital, yet 
excluded, segment of  the economy – the 
informal sector.

Our economic relief  measures should 
have been arranged or can be planned such 
that it recognises everyone’s contribution 
and does not allow the exploitation of  
those with fewer advantages. If  there 
is one amongst many other positives 
out of  COVID-19 is that it has given 
us an opportunity to demonstrate the 
strength and necessity of  unity and non-
discriminatory behavior. The exclusion 
of  the informal sector from the 
programmes that have been put forward 
by the government is unfortunate to say 
the least. There is no how any sensible 
being can get excited or even consider 
an announcement made by Minister 

Serame a few weeks ago that P10 million 
has been set aside for informal sector. 
By her own admission, Minister Serame 
did state recently that while measures to 
relieve formal businesses were already 
in place, means of  extending support 
to the informal sector were still being 
explored, “Owing to undocumented 
informal traders”. This admission speaks 
volume of  how we have classified the 
people in this sector. Infact the mere fact 
that this cohort has been considered on 
what appears to be on second thoughts 
tells a story that as a nation we can 
sometimes be discriminatory. There was 
no hurt in making the informal sector 
part of  the initial relief  measures and 
ensuring that they do not only benefit 
from food hampers but also get some 
sort of  financial relief  more especially 
now that the economy is about to be re-
opened. Their inclusion at an early stage 
of  the design process of  the economic 
relief  measures would have enhanced 
the effectiveness of  the economic relief  
measures in totality. We surely do not 
expect any informal businessperson to 
afford applying for a loan given what they 
have been through in the last two or even 
more months. We must be considerate to 
this cohort and declare that P10 million 
offer as grant not loan. The truth is our 
leaders’ response to crisis like Covid 19 
can foster social cohesion when they 
are perceived as being fair and making 
equitable demands on all members of  
society. We do not want a scenario where 

a sizeable number of  Batswana feel like 
outcast in their own country. We cannot 
have Batswana feeling like foreigners 
in their own ancestral land. We know 
that it has been order of  the day that 
Batswana are fed economic crumbs in 
their own land. But one must admit that 
our government did a commendable job 
of  ensuring that those with formal jobs 
are protected against financial ruin that 
is facing everyone as a result of  Covid 
- 19. One would have hoped that the 
same courtesy could be passed to those 
in the informal sector as well. It is only 
in order that one call on those who make 
decisions to consider, beyond this crisis, 
to rebuild an economy in a way that 
gives fair value for everyone. In short, 
Batswana who are in the informal sector, 
most of  whom we know are the most 
affected should be helped to kick-start 
their economic engines. As part of  the 
bigger strategy we also need to come up 
with a deliberate plan that will ensure 
that thousands Batswana who are in 
the informal economy ultimately transit 
to the formal economy. This should be 
one of  the priority areas in policy and 
law making for Minister Serame. This is 
necessary because it is the small engines 
of  the informal sector that will feed 
the main economy. The #Bottomline is 
that the COVID-19 crisis has laid bare 
the vulnerabilities of  Batswana and 
Botswana. We just need to pick lessons 
from it and correct our path to inclusive 
growth and equal wealth creation. 

GUEST 
COLUMN
MARIE WILKE
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A 

few months ago, a De Beers 
Botswana and Diamond 
Trading Company Botswana 
recruitment process was 
plunged into a controversy 

by a recruiting officer’s Facebook post. 
Fortunately, the controversy died down 
and no careers were destroyed. This was 
one of  the few benign cases. Sometimes 
it can get nasty, end up in litigations and 
dead careers.

Dr Sethunya Mosime, senior 
Sociology lecturer at the University of  
Botswana says, “The thing is, while we call 
social media “social”, there’s a very fine 
line between how it serves us inside and 
outside the workplace. Interviews don’t 
start with firm handshakes anymore. They 
start with Google and Facebook searches. 
Social media has been around for more 
than 10 years and professionals still post 
inappropriate and irrelevant information 
that compromises their chance of  getting 

an interview.
The dawn of  social media has meant 

that parts of  our lives that were kept 
out of  the workplace are now public 
knowledge. A couple of  years ago, the 
process of  finding a job used to be very 
direct. A candidate would apply for a 
job, if  suitable they would be invited for 
an interview and if  in the end, they fit 
the profile and requirements they were 
offered a position within the company. 
Fast forward to this day in age, the 
introduction of  social media has added 
an extra layer of  involvement to the 
job process. Social media is no longer 
just a platform for communicating with 
your friends or your family, people, 
organizations and companies all over can 
see a person’s activity on social media. 
And the people you work for – or who 
are considering hiring you are looking. 
The recruitment process has increasingly 
shifted into the online realm. With many 

employers now turning to the likes of  
LinkedIn to seek out potential hires, 
check out recommendations or make 
new connections, employers are very well 
acquainted with the internet’s potential in 
recruitment.  Young social media users 

(18-34) often post a photo or status/
comment that could affect their career 
prospects. But lots of  them seem to be 
blissfully unaware of  the damage they 
are potentially doing to their careers by 
being careless online. Many don’t realise 

that a Facebook picture of  them drunk 
and practically naked is no longer private 
jokes between friends.

Dr Mosime explained that, “some 
people feel that innocent pictures at 
parties are acceptable and won’t offend 

potential employers but that isn’t true. 
The challenge is not knowing what the 
hiring manager may think of  the content 
shared. Social media is a primary vehicle 
of  communication today, and because 
much of  that communication is public, it’s 

no surprise some employers are watching. 
This is an age in which companies and 
organizations are increasingly turning to 
social media as a means of  delving deeper 
into an applicant’s academic, professional 
and personal life to help them decide who 

gets accepted in their companies and who 
doesn’t. That means that what we post 
online – and what others post about 
us – can be seen as a secondary ‘online 
resume.”

The X generation has been brought 

up with Facebook and Twitter as part 
and parcel of  their lives. Ever since they 
hit their teenage years, they have been 
updating their profiles via social networks 
at least a few times every day. At that 
point those pictures of  a drunken house 
party were seen as a sign of  popularity or 
the provocative pose was seen as merely a 
show of  their attractiveness. Things that 
used to be kept in private photo albums 
or sealed away as a memory are now easily 
available to employers. An issue with the 
difference in values also comes to light, 
a young applicant may think a photo of  
themselves smoking marijuana is their 
business – an employer will, deem it an 
undesirable quality.

By using social media, a person 
builds their online image. One’s posts and 
pictures are what others use to perceive 
who they are as a person including a 
potential employer. The expectation in 
the digital age is that you can be who 

you are and say what you feel but that 
isn’t entirely true, in fact, many people 
have had their careers or job hiring 
chances hurt by what they emailed, 
tweeted or posted. The digital world is 
very fickle. Illegal drug references, sexual 
posts, profanity, and posts about guns 
and alcohol consumption are potential 
employers’ turn offs and can damage one’s 
credibility and employability. In university, 
getting drunk is rewarded. But when 
you’re in a workplace, there are different 
consequences. Most of  us believe that 
our personal interests, activities and 
lifestyle are none of  our employer’s 
business, so long as they are kept separate 
from our working life. However, it is all 
too easy to form an immediate judgment 
about someone from a single comment 
or photo posted online. This blurring 
of  a person’s personal and professional 
image is something which employers are 
increasingly doing.

Self sabotage - is social media hurting people’s careers?
Interviews don’t start with firm handshakes anymore. They start with Google and Facebook searches – Writes MPHO KUHLMANN

Every December 1st is World AIDS 
Day. The global community uses the day 
to collectively

Remember lives cut short by 
HIV/AIDS and to renew the urgency 
around ending the epidemic. The 
occasion holds particular significance 
for Botswana. Tebogo Gaseitsewe of  
BONELA says, “Botswana’s universal 
treatment program for people with HIV 
has long been considered a role model 
for governments and health ministry’s 
around the world. Since 2002 all citizens 
have been able to access anti-retroviral 
drugs — the most effective method for 
managing the disease — completely 
free of  charge. Botswana has made 
significant progress in its response to 
the HIV epidemic in recent years. Of  
the estimated 380 000 people living with 
HIV in 2017, 320 000 have access to 
treatment to keep them well. Botswana 
was the first country in eastern and 
southern Africa to provide free and 
universal treatment to people living 
with HIV. It has adopted the Option 
B+ strategy which offers women living 
with HIV lifelong treatment and the 
“test and treat” strategy which provides 
immediate treatment to people who 
test positive for the virus. Multiple and 
concurrent sexual partners have become 
an increasingly important focus of  HIV/
Aids prevention efforts. It has been 
observed that both men and women 
have more than one sexual partner. With 
each new sexual partner added, the risk 
to everyone is elevated.”

Botswana has one of  the highest 
levels of  HIV in the world. Adult 
prevalence was about 24% in 2005, 
higher than any other country except 
Swaziland. The epidemic has imposed a 
terrible burden due to lives lost, reduced 
quality of  life and a large number 
of  orphans. Since 2003 Botswana 
and its development partners have 
launched strong efforts to prevent the 
transmission of  HIV from mothers to 
their children and to provide advanced 
treatment to those who need it. In 2003 
there were an estimated 350,000 people 
living with HIV. This, in a country with 
a total population below two million, 
gives Botswana an adult HIV prevalence 
rate of  37.3. The first AIDS case was 
reported in 1985, a whopping 20 years at 
a time when AIDS was seen as a disease 
that affected male homosexuals and 
people from other African countries. 
HIV-related stigma and discrimination- 
prejudice, negative attitudes and abuse 
directed at people living with HIV and 
AIDS was highly rife then. It manifested 
itself  in many ways. Discrimination and 
other human rights violations used to 
occur in health care settings, barring 
people from accessing health services 
or enjoying quality health care. Some 
people living with HIV and others 
were shunned by family, peers and the 
wider community, while others faced 
poor treatment in educational and 
work settings, erosion of  their rights, 
and psychological damage. These all 
used to limit access to HIV testing, 
treatment and other HIV services. But 
that was then, as the years have gone, 
the stigma has since gradually dissipated 
because every time the virus has been 

Botswana HIV/Aids: then and now
Botswana is also remarkable for its response to the epidemic. It has one of the most comprehensive and effective HIV treatment programs in Africa – Writes MPHO KUHLMANN

defeated, it has been because of  trust, 
openness, dialogue between individuals 
and communities, family support and 
human solidarity

Botswana is also remarkable for its 
response to the epidemic. It has one of  
the most comprehensive and effective 
HIV treatment programs in Africa. 
A decade ago, Botswana was facing a 
national crisis as AIDS appeared on the 
verge of  destroying the country’s adult 
population. Now, Botswana provides 
free, life-saving AIDS drugs to almost 
all of  its citizens who need them. In 
2002, Botswana became the first nation 
in Africa to launch a program to try to 
provide access to HIV drug treatment 
nationwide. Now, roughly 95 percent of  
Batswana who need the medications are 
on them. The National Antiretroviral 
(ARV) programme has been successfully 

extended countrywide, access to ARV 
medication has since prolonged the 
lives of  those who are HIV infected and 
enabled them to live healthier lives and 
consequently be able to take care of  their 
families and contribute to the economy. 
The Government of  Botswana has 
decided to extend free HIV treatment to 
foreign residents. There are an estimated 
30 000 foreign residents living with HIV 
in Botswana, but less than a quarter of  
them currently have access to treatment. 
Many foreign residents are simply unable 
to afford medicines or return home to 
seek medical help. 

Other achievements made in the 
fight against HIV/AIDS in the country 
include the Prevention of  Mother to 
Child Transmission Program (PMTCT). 
The high levels of  HIV infection in adults 
mean that many children are exposed 

to the risk of  acquiring infection from 
their mothers. The estimated number of  
new infections among children peaked 
at around 4,600 in 1999. PMTCT 
services were introduced in 2002 and 
coverage expanded rapidly. HIV-positive 
pregnant women received antiretrovirals 
to reduce the risk of  mother-to-child 
transmission. More than half  of  these 
women receive a combination of  a 
single dose of  Nevirapine and AZT. 
The program carefully tracks women 
attending antenatal care and women 
giving birth who are HIV+. The results 
to date indicate that the program 
has reduced the average mother-to-
child transmission rate. Nearly 11,000 
child deaths have been averted by the 
combined effects of  PMTCT, child 
treatment and adult ART. HIV stigma was 
identified as one possible impediment to 

HIV testing; the Botswana government 
introduced the policy of  routine HIV 
testing in early 2004, whereby nearly all 
patients would be tested as a routine part 
of  medical visits unless they explicitly 
refused. Routine HIV testing can be 
cost-effective and life-saving, both 
by increasing the life expectancy of  
individuals with HIV and by reducing 
the annual HIV transmission rate. The 
goal of  routine testing is to increase 
the proportion of  individuals aware of  
their status, and thereby reduce “HIV 
exceptionalism,” lessen HIV-related 
stigma, and provide more people access 
to life-saving therapy.

The impact of  HIV/AIDS is at all 
levels, at micro-economic and macro-
economic levels. At micro-economic 
level the impact is felt by individuals 
and their families, and may extend to 

organizations and the public sectors 
such as health and education. The impact 
on the individual and at household level 
generally begins as soon as the HIV 
status of  an individual is known. The 
effect on the family generally translates 
into loss of  income and increased 
expenditure on medical care.

Dr Sethunya Mosime, semior 
Sociology lecturer at the University Of  
Botswana says, “In all these respects, 
people living with HIV and AIDS have 
a central role. They, perhaps more than 
anybody else, can generate a social 
movement with the care, compassion, 
solidarity and determination that 
Botswana needs, if  it is to achieve an 
AIDS-free generation. The political 
leadership of  Botswana deserves 
commendation for the commitment 
and vision it has demonstrated in 

its response to the epidemic. Large 
numbers of  men and women are being 
infected with HIV in the context of  
steady relationships. The word is being 
spread for people to cut ties with 
multiple partners, stick to one and be 
safe. Two of  the factors underlying 
mutual unfaithfulness are poverty, 
gender inequality. Both partners must 
be encouraged to undergo voluntary 
counseling and testing. There is evidence 
that when couples go together for VCT, 
HIV transmission rates tend to drop. 
This has the added advantage of  aiding 
informed decisions about childbearing. 
HIV transmission can also be reduced 
by vigorously acting against the rape and 
sexual abuse of  women and children. 
Botswana’s information system reveals 
that over two-fifths of  rape survivors 
are girls younger than 16 years.”
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Touch Not Any Banned Substances – Athletes Warned
l Disruption of  testing not a window to cheat     l Any use of  banned substances will be detected

ORATILE OTSETSWE

Botswana National Olympic 
Committee (BNOC) 
Vice - President Moses 
Moruisi has warned local 
athletes to stay away from 

performance enhancing substances 
during the current lockdown. 

While testing of  athletes is 
disrupted due to the ongoing fight 
against the COVID 19 pandemic, the 
BNOC vice president says this does 
not provide a window for sport cheats.

Moruisi, who is also the Africa 
Zone VI Regional Anti-Doping 
Organisation (RADO) Board Member 
for Botswana, says should athletes opt 
to use any WADA banned substances 
during the current environment, ‘it will 
detected.’

He observed that ‘while it is not 
possible to test right now because of  
the current social distancing measures, 
when the situation normalise testing 
will continue.’

“If  any of  our athletes uses a 
banned substance during this period, 

it will be detected,” the BNOC vice 
president warned.

While athletes are confined to their 
homes for and training on their own, 
Moruisi says, ‘they are still expected to 
fulfil their whereabouts obligations all 
the times even during the lockdown 
period.’

He goes on to acknowledge that 
while it is difficult to monitor athletes 
to stay clean, he is confident that ‘as 
responsible people who have been 
educated on matters of  anti-doping, 
they would not cheat.’

Moruisi says before the current 
social distancing measurers came in 
place, RADO provided athletes with 
anti-doping educational materials and 
sessions were organised.

The BNOC vice president’s 
warning to local athletes come at a time 
when the World Anti-Doping Agency 
has also issued a similar warning to 
athletes worldwide.

This past Wednesday, WADA 
issued its ‘updated guidance for Anti-
Doping Organisations focused on the 
resumption of  athlete testing’ post 

COVID 19 and related lockdowns.
According to WADA President 

Witold Baka, “throughout the 
COVID-19 pandemic, WADA has 
been keeping in close contact with 
Anti-Doping Organizations in order to 
provide leadership and support in the 
face of  this unprecedented situation.”

“As always, our first priority must 
be public health, safety and social 
responsibility. Therefore, we continue 
to urge everyone to follow closely the 
advice of  relevant health authorities 
and government agencies,” he said.

While the pandemic has disrupted 
the usual anti-doping tests for athletes, 
Baka warned that WADA would 
catch up with athletes who attempt to 
circumvent the system.

“What this pandemic has 
demonstrated is the need for further 
innovation in anti-doping. WADA 
knows that to make anti-doping more 
effective, we continually need to 
innovate,” he said.

The WADA president said through 
their work, in collaboration with 
the wider anti-doping community, 

‘researching new sample collection 
and analytical techniques has been 
ramped up, in particular in the areas of  
dried-blood-spot analysis and artificial 
intelligence.’

“We continue to develop practical 
applications for these innovations while 
ensuring the appropriate consultation 
process is followed, and that they 
are legally sound and in compliance 
with the World Anti-Doping Code 
and related International Standard 
before coming into force,” the WADA 
President warned.

GODFREY MOWANENG

Botswana Football Association (BFA) is 
keen to see the 2019/20 football season 
played to a conclusion.

The association made this desire 
known in a letter of  response to the 
Confederation of  African Football 
(CAF).  

With some leagues across the world 
cancelled due to the ongoing coronavirus 
pandemic, CAF had sught to know from 
its members their plans for the current 
football season.

In their letters to the football 
associations on the continent, CAF 
requested to know whether they wanted 
‘to cancel or continue with their current 
domestic seasons.’

The continental motherbody was 

said to have set the 5th May 2020 as 
a dedadline for associations to made 
known their decisions.

CAF’s ther request was for ‘a 
detailed strategy of  each football 
associations’ with regards to league and 
cup competitions.

Reached for comment, BFA Chief  
Executive Officer (CEO) Mfolo Mfolo 
confirmed that the association had 
indeed written to CAF indicating their 
intention to complete the season.

He however said as they are guided 
by the State of  Emergency (SoE) 
regulations, they have indicated to the 
African football mother body the league 
will resume after consultations with 
other stakeholders. 

“We are continuously monitoring the 
situation and highly desire to complete 

the season,’’ said Mfolo.
“We are still following strict 

measures put in place to fight the covid 
19 pandemic and positive that it will 
come to an end. With about ten weeks 
to play in the league and the FA cup in 
the quarter final stage there is still a lot to 
play for,” he said.

Asked to confirm whether the BFA 
would indeed use the delays as a catalyst 
to change the local football season, 
Mfolo said there is a chance of  that 
happening.

The BFA CEO said the association 
is seriously considering a suggestion by 
the FIFA medical team that it is advisable 
for Sub Saharan nations to reschedule 
their league seasons from February to 
November.

He indicated that the delay in the 

conclusion of  the league may as well 
be an opportunity for them to return 
to reschedule the league as per the said 
guidance.

“we might as take this opportunity to 
finish the league later in the year and start 
a new season on February as advised by 
the medical team,’’ said Mfolo.

While the BFA CEO did not disclose 
when the league might resume or end, 
sources indicate that the association 
is contemplating a return to football 
sometimes in July.

The source hwever said everything 
will depend on the status of  the covid 19 
pandemic in the country.

While BFA insists it is contemplating 
a change of  the football season, the 
source indicated a decision has already 
been taken.

BFA keen to see football season played to conclusion
l BFA will allegedly use current delay to reschedule league season

BFA CEO Mfolo Mfolo

“The BFA took a decision to amend 
the league season from the August to 
May and shifting to the February to 
November season as has been advised 

by FIFA in the past for Sub Saharan 
nations,” the source said.

“It is anticipated that teams will 
start training in July and the league will 

resume in August and end in November 
to accommodate conclusion of  both 
the league and the FA cup,’’ the source 
concluded.
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